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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of public funds imposes a fundamental requirement for 
accountability upon educational institutions including those of a 
vocational education nature. But as general education needs expand, 
so do vocational education's needs enlarge, as do the funding require-
ments of other worthy social programs. Since all such programs are 
financed essentially from the same sources, the competition among 
different programs for the same dollar is likely to increase markedly. 
In such an environment of constrained resources, choices will have to 
be made on some rational basis. If vocational education is to command 
the support it needs in these circumstances, it must continue to 
demonstrate its case clearly and objectively. Justification of budget 
requests, therefore, will have to focus not only on the growing 
numbers of vocational students being served but, more importantly, 
on the increased quality of effectiveness of vocational educational 
programs. 
To be truly effective, vocational administrators must have at 
their disposal solid and relevant information. The need for a manage-
ment information system (MIS) for administrative decisions and planning 
pU!'poses in vocational education is continually receiving greater 
recognition, It is needed not only at the level of individual training 
centers, but by state planning agencies, state supervisory boards, and 
1 
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legislatures, for analysis of current status and past performance and 
for the forecasting and planning of future needs. 
A management information system. can be defined1.as that combina-
tion of men, machines, and methods which supports management in the 
collection, classification, storage, and retrieval of data needed for 
managing.· · It serves as the link between the planning and controlling 
functions· of management and the day.to day. operating procedures. 
In this study a component management information system will be 
developed that.will. serve as a tool in the administrative planning and 
controlling function for vo.cational education in the state of Oklahoma. 
Since the 1968 Vocational Education.Amendments, there have been many 
national institutes and.workshops.held to assist State Departments 
of Vocational and Technical Education in helping plan programs at 
the local and state levels. But local planning is perhaps one of the 
most difficult problems facing vocational planners and administrators. 
Regardless of the planning model, there are basically two needs. The 
first need is related to manpower and the second need is related to 
population characteristics, Obtaining and defining population charac-
teiristics data for the state, region, or the nation is not a difficult 
process, but tabulating student characteristics according to individual 
school districts presents a very complex problem. It has been found 
that computation of manpower needs.is difficult regardless of area. 
Therefore, if vocational and technical education planning is to be 
effective and if local institutions are to satisfactorily implement 
programs in cooperation with the State Department of Vocational and 
1stanford Optner, ! Systems Analysis for Business and Industrial 
Problem Solving (New York, 1965), p. 28. 
Technical Education, then it is necessary to have a system which pro-
vides meaningful management information to the local institutions as 
we.11 as the higher echelons, 
Statement of the Problem 
Planning is generally done with. respect to a problem or a set of 
problems sometimes in response to the problem, other times in the hopes 
of identifying a specified· situation before it reaches unmanageable 
levels. The problem at this time is that a management information 
system has not catego:ci.zed the data in a. usable form for planning at 
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the local level. Presently, the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational 
and.Technical Education does not hav.e the means to provide. assistance 
and valid data to local educational institutions in assisting them to 
plan programs. 
Objectives of the Study 
In order to accompli.sh the primary purpose of this study the 
following objectives were formulated: 
1. To develop a management information system featuring school 
district character.is tics for educational planning purposes. 
20 To develop a process for the computing of individual school 
district profiles for every school district in the state of 
Oklahoma. 
3" To project census enumeration districts data into local school 
district boundries. 
4. To develop formulas projecting census enumeration data to 
school districts. 
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Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to develop a management information 
system that will provide. data for planning within local school districts. 
Geographic units comprising school districts will be defined in terms 
of prorated· census enumeration'districts which will give the Oklahoma 
State. Department of Vocational.and:.Technical· Education. the capability 
of.pro:vidingt.o. local. institutions and the public aggregated data 
relative to individual school districts. 
Need for the Study 
Simply stated, the intention of the proposed management information 
system is .to supply the different levels of state education administra-
tion with information that is needed to .make program decisions. The 
Vocat:ional and Technical Education Amendments of 1968 indicate that 
. there should be: more planning at the local as well as the state level. 
.. If.the Oklahoma state.education.agencies are to assist local schools, 
- . they. must provide data on an individual school district basis relative 
to the characteristics of the .. population of that school district. With 
· a management information ... system .that conveys the characteristics of 
... : the ind.iv:iduaLschool district, the:.Oklahoma State Department of Vaca-
: tionaL:and .. TechnicaL.Educ.ation .can .. provide the training,. the guidelines, 
_ ........... --- and:.the: assistance to local edueation. agencies in order that they might 
.better: plan their own programs of vocational and technical education • 
. Although OTIS (Occupational .Training Information System) is 
.. recognized .nationally as a very efficient system supplying training 
. informa.tion.,. .. more data is needed for. strategic planning. At the state 
level, there· is·a lack of information for effective communication with 
vocational education administrators .at the local level. Planning, 
prediction, and coordination.at the state level relative to individual 
school districts· depend considerably .. upon observation and. sounding 
boards. It appears in this. case that a management information system 
is required.that will. remove doub.t about population data and present 
information which· is so reliable. that.vocational administrators at all 
. levels will .depend upon it for planning purposes. If .the State Depart-
ment of Vocational and.Technical Education is to charge local education 
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· agencies with planning programs.·,· then: it must provide these institutions 
.with the necessary information needed to do effective planning. 
Limitations of the Study 
The limitation. of.this study lies in the 1970 census which was 
. conducted through s.elf. enumeration •. A census questionnaire was delivered 
by .Un~ted States·postal carriers. to every household in the state of 
Oklahoma several days before Census Day, April 1, 1970. Incomplete 
and nonresponse cases were followed up by enumerators. Three types of 
questionnaires:were used.throughout Oklahoma. Eighty percent of the 
households answered a form containing .a.limited.number of population 
and housing questions and the remainder, split into fifteen percent 
and five percent.samples, answered. forms which. contained.these questions 
as well as a number of additional questions. A random procedure was 
used to determine which.a£ the three different forms any particular 
household~ answered.. Therefore.,. the reliability of the data base used 
in the proposed management informati.on system will depend entirely 
upon the census data· collected and compiled by the United States 
Census Bureau. 
Also, there is a slight possibility of error occurring when the 
enumeration districts.are. interfaced.with the school districts. Prora-
tion will be according to population per square mile and conducted 
mainly in rural areas. 
Consideration must also be given to the chance for human error, 
although, precision tools will be used where possible, 
Assumptions of the Study 
The assumptions of this study are as follows: 
1. It is assumed that. the 1970 census count is a reliable data 
base and that classification of characteristics according 
to enumeration districts is correct. 
2a. It is assumed that the State Department of Transportation 
has correct and reliable information relative to individual 
school districts. 
3. It is assumed. that coordinates of census enumeration districts 
and school districts are representativeo 
Definitions of the Terms 
These definitions are according to the United States Census 
Bureau, the Oklahoma State Department of Transportation, and Management 
. Glossary by Johannsen., Robertson, and Breck. 
Census Data. Population characteristics within enumeration 
districts. 
Census Tape. Readable summary tape illustrating various popula-
tion characteristics. 
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Computer Graphics. A combination of graphic art and computer 
methods. 
Coordinates. Any of the magnitudes which define the position of 
a point by·· reference· to· a fixed figure. 
Counts. Readable.summary tapes containing various qualities of 
. data from .various geographic areas •. 
Enumeration Districts •. Represent·comm.unity areas.which have been 
defined .in. recent.decades:by the Census. Bureau. Enumeration districts 
.have relatively permanent boundaries which follow physical features or 
..... the:.lim.its. of. incorporated places .•. 
Independent. School Districts,. The transportation area for the 
movement of secondary students to separate and distinct high schools 
• stipulated by county law •. 
Interfacing. A surface regarded as the common boundary of two 
bodies or spaces •. 
Management .. Information. Sys tam. . That combination of. men, machines, 
and methods which supports administrators in the collection, classifi-
......... cation.,, storage~. and .retrieval of data needed far decision making. 
· · Summary Tapes. Readable computer tapes containing geographic 
census data. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
During the past five to ten years a good deal. of attention has 
been given to the elements of the management process, that is, planning, 
organiz.ing, delegating, coordinating,. and communicating, with emphasis 
on the importance. of developing ... well. thought out organizational objec-
tives and goals. It appears that the business world is now convinced 
of the need for planning, both in the.short and long run, and is attempt-
ing to answer the.question of "What is the most effective approach to 
planning?" .To date, the topic of.planning, especially long-range 
planning, has not been as popular in education circles, but it has 
still managed.to surface and educational administrators are also 
seeking a design for .effective planning. 
One fact is evident: that is, for education or business to do an 
effective· and efficient job of planning, they must have available to 
them a. vast. amount of information.. Information, which is both internal 
and external, controls the activity of any organization and is the 
primary basis for decision making. Information is a major resource 
of the organi.zation. The. cost. of developing and. maintaining information 
is great; however, when costs are compared to potential value, the 
importance of the proper. management .. of this resource becomes apparent 
To collect, store, update, delete, and distribute the available mass 
8 
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of information is .indeed one oL administration's toughest jobs. To 
accomplish this.task, many.business .organizations and .a.few educational 
institutions.have .developed computerized.management. information systems 
(MIS). Presently,· the majority of organizations are generating great 
volumes of internal data. ranging from general management policy, 
through research and development processes, to. day-to-day operating 
functions. However, in· reviewing recent .business. publications and 
educational .research .jour.nals, it is found that both education and 
business are experimenting with the ability of management.information 
systems to undertake the. vitally important. task of predicting or fore-
cas.ting .based on external. sources ... Several management information 
models have been developed which can.fairly accurately take into 
account the .external forces of government,. technology, economics, 
comp.etition, .. and social aspects, although few have been developed 
and .implemented;.in education .•. 
. The following is a review of management information systems--how 
they have developed., categories of management information, and the 
ass.embling· .of information. for packaging. 
The nature of the. subject dictates that the review be broad and 
generaL No two organizations have .identical management information 
systems. _.Historically, each function .. of a business or educational 
institution.has built its own management information system in response 
to .its particular needs. and. limited objectives. Therefore, this 
review will present a general synthesis of management information 
systems. 
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The Systems Approach 
During World War. II,. the:.organization. of. technologicaL efforts in 
... _ a .. coordinated:.fashion: to .. ac.aomp.lish:.specific results was-.recognized as 
... a new approach:... The:.system concept .had. really developed over a period 
.. of. many years,. .but ·was pinpointed .. as .. an .efficient management tool 
.before .. computers::began: .. to: .. come: .. into ..• their .own •. The introduction of 
. the .. computer. as: a:.management. tooi:-is .relatively new. Vannevor Bush 
marked:.the: s.t.a:i:ting: point for the .. dev.elopment of mechanized information 
....... s.torage:_and .. retrievaL systems. with:.his. article, "As We May Think," 
.puhlished:in the:Atlantic .. Monthly .. in.-the later forties.! The real 
.husiness ... ap.plication: o.f. the c.omputer .. and .. the systems. technique 
... oc.curred .in: the mid..-1950.'s,. as: it.became. obvious that. computers could 
: ....... :.p.roduce .. substantial:.cost·. savi.ngs.:.in .. ai:eas .where .large. volumes of 
. rep.eti:tive· paperwork.were. required.~ .. The: first computer jobs were 
· : . _. ... generally. justified .. p.urely: .. .an. the .. economic .. grounds of reducing clerical 
.wo:t:k. which· incl.udedc:such: ,func.t.ions .. as .. payroll .processing, shipping 
documents:, and .many .. other .. hi.gh:_:volume. .. operations. But within the 
... las.t:.few years.~ administx.at.or.s ... in:,industry, .education, and govern-
.:.:.ment.ha"-'re. :recogni.z.ed: .the. need: for .. more. information and have provided 
· the:.imp.etus.· to,.co.mbine.i computer 'systems: with information. requirements 
l "· . . 0 n£ .. 2 0 h 
.. . : .. to. resu t .in .. co.mp.uter __ J. ormation ... sys..tems .. . To examine t e concepts 
__ and .. pra.ctic.es. of the systems: app.roach.t. it is. first necessary to recog,-
... ni;ze . .the different· categories of· management information. 
lEn.c.ycl:opedia Americana:, X..V .. .(New:-.York, 1969), p. 161. 
2warren Haynes an& Joseph Massie, Management (New Jersey, 1969), 
p. 48. 
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Management Information Categories 
In order to understand the contribution of the management infonna-
tion system to the managemen.tprocess, it is useful to distinguish 
three distinct categories which are interfaced in the management process. 
Several categories of management.information systems were pioneered by 
Robert Anthony3 and.John Green4 and have been further developed by 
management 0.specialists •. Thes.e categories .are: (1) strategic planning 
information,. (2) tactical. planning, and .. (3) operational control. 
Although .related to one .another, they have different purposes. 
Operational. control is concerned .. with regulating the day-to-day 
activities and includes, for .instance,.such functions as purchase 
accounting; .. personnel .rosters., equipment inventories, and financial 
.accounting. Operational control is .cha.racteriz.e.d by routine, clearly 
defined .decis.ion .alternatives .and standards .and often, .the proce.ssing 
of large volumes of .data.due.to increased.efficiency in cutting cost. 
l'In .fac.t,. .most .of . the development of data processing and MIS to date has 
·been.in the operational control phase~'!S 
Planners· are concerned with general .operational data because the 
development of a management .information system usually forms an inte-
grated .part .of the organization's day . ...,to...,day activities" From the 
planner's point of view, the existence of a comp.lex operational control 
3Robert N. Anthony, Planning and Cont'{"ol Systems: A Framework 
for Analysis (Boston, 1965)', p. 12S:-
4John F. Green, "Management Information Systems and Corporate 
Planning;" Long Range Planning, II (June, 1970), p. 77. 
5 rbid., p. 76. 
system makes it reasonable to seriously consider the possibility of 
implementing a computerized system. 
Tactical planning and control has the function of designing the 
decision processes in operational control which is a type of planning 
and control that requires information that is usually internal to the 
organization. At this level, the design of the tactical phase is not 
restricted to functional boundaries (e.g. personnel, inventories, 
finance), but is condensed into a closed loop whereby the information 
system can control administrative elements and feed out information 
for other management functions at an overall level of maximum cost 
effectiveness. 
An effective management information system should be able to con-
tribute to the needs of the tactical planner. For instance, John F. 
Green states, 
It is one of the functions of tactical planning to 
imply forecasting and change. Although there is still 
a noticeable element of control (i.e. the measurement and 
adjustment of previous performance) it is not as pronounced 
and there is very much more freedom to change objectives.6 
Strategic planning relates to the administrative functions of 
de.ciding· on long-range plans and objectives, management control and 
evaluating progress.7 This type of planning depends almost entirely 
upon information external to the organization. For this reason, it is 
understandable that the contributions of an information system based 
on operational and tactical data to the strategic planning phase are 
currently trivial. 
6J·ohn F G . • · reen, p. 76. 
12 
7JohnDearden, Can Management Information Be Automated? (Homewood, 
Illinois, 1965), p. 524. 
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The biggest aid to st:rategic,ama;1•1:agement information systems is 
functional models. The models can greatly assist management in evalu-
ating both internal and external.information as stated by John Green: 
"Organizations are.developing computer models to test the outcome of 
alternative strategies in order to evaluate opportunities. 11 8 
The quotations above are hierarchical in their ranking and contain 
elements of information which are structured to form the workable base 
of the information system; The workable base provides information to 
middle and .top administrators.. Therefore, secondary level administra-
tors can derive operating and control information; upper level adminis-
tration can secure.information.to assist in decision making and policy 
planning. If a typical organization.is viewed as having the three 
basic functional areas. of management, an information grid like that 
depicted in· Figure 19 can be fol'IIled. 
Robert Murdick and Joel Ross view this categorical breakdown of 
admin:istr·ative responsibility as: . 
M. a continuum of tasks based upon their ability to defy 
definition. At one extreme.a:rewell-defined tasks such as 
computing a s.tandard. deviation or creating a pay check, 
fer which each step in. the process can be clearly specified 
and detailed. Each element of such tasks is capable of 
being reduced to a series of w·ritten instructions. At the 
other extreme, we find ill-defined tasks such as painting 
an .artistic picture or .performing as manager which defy 
definiti.on. Most administrative tasks fit somewhere between 
the two extremes. In general, the better the task is defined 
the more easily it is routinized or automated.IO 
8John F. Green, p •. 78. 
9This grid is similar to the one used by John F. Green, "Management 
Information Systems and Corporate Planning," Long Range Planning, II 
(June, 1970), p. 75. 
·
10Robert G. Murdick and Joel E. Ross, Information Systems for Modern 
Management (New Jersey, 1971), p. 112. 
PLANNING 
TYPE OF INFORMATION VERSUS TIME PERFORMANCE ADMINISTRATORS' 
PHASE DECISION REQUIRED RISK CONTROL SCALE MEASUREMENT RESPONSE 
STRATEGIC Highly Environmental; High and Planning Leisurely Difficult The board 
PLANNING Unstructured; Unpredictable; uncertain dominant decision to measure and top 
No contraints Often cycle; because of administrators 
unquantified perhaps long 
5-10 years timescale 
TACTICAL Familiar Highly Can be Planning Generally Measurable Top and 
PLANNING types of abstracted; high; and 1-5 years after middle 
(AND decisions; Internal; Sometimes control careful administrators 
CONTROL) Wide Sometimes quantifiable analysis 
clearly predictable 
defined 
constraints 
OPERATIONAL Highly Detailed Generally Control Monthly, Well Middle and 
CONTROL structured and clearly low dominant weekly, established junior 
repetitive defined even against administrators 
decisions; daily standards 
Narrow 
constraints 
Figure 1. Management Information Grid 
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The information spectrum covered by Murdick and Ross relates directly 
to Green's and Anthony's information categories. Operational informa-
tion usually is well defined. Strategic planning information is ill 
defined; and tactical planning information falls somewhere between the 
extremes. 
Knowing the different information categories, it is now necessary 
to define the purpose of a management information system. 
The Purpose of a Management Information System 
The management process may be examined from several perspectives. 
Whatever the definition of management, it always involves the evaluation 
and communication of information. Information is necessary to formulate 
objectives and policy and a guide on which different levels of adminis-
tration may rely for decision making. However, this is over simplified 
for the purpose of this review. First of all, what is information? 
Kast. and Rosenzweig define information as 
..• a word which means many things to many people. In the 
context of planning and decision making, it implies 
additional knowledge relevant to the particular decision 
problem in question.II 
Derman and Johnson relate that operational. decisions are communicated 
by passing information· to those with delegated authority and responsi-
bility for performance. According to Derman and Johnson, information 
... represents data to which the need to satisfy a requirement 
has been added~ In other words, information consists of 
data combined with direction. In contrast to data, infor-
mation pertinent to the understanding of a situation or 
to forming the basis for action is active and has limited 
useful life expectancy. In the business communications 
11Fremount E. Kast and James E. Rosenzweig, Organization and 
Management (New York, 1970), p. 353. 
hierarchy there is intelligence resulting from the analysis 
of organized information that provides the decision maker 
with a·pr.eferred course of action after having evaluated 
available alternatives. 12 
Therefore, to analyze workable base data a responsible tool is needed 
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such as the MIS to convert this data into information. Supposedly this 
tool (MIS) can furnish relevant data in useful form to the right person, 
at the right time, for use in administrative decision making. 
Simply stated, the functional purpose of a MIS is to supply the 
different levels of management mentioned previously with the information 
that they need to make decisions. Administration needs this valuable 
resource information to make intelligent decisions relating to the 
operation and the environment of the organization. The large amount 
of information involved in organizational operations necessitates a 
well-planned management information system. 
Oharson G. Beged-Dovdescribes the general goals of a well designed 
MIS as: 
1. Provide each level and position of management with all 
the information that can be used in the conduct of each 
manager's job. 
2. F'ilter the information so that each level and position 
of management actually receives only the information it 
can and must act. on. 
3. Provide information to the manager only when action is 
possible and appropriate. 
4. Provide information that is up to date in a form that is 
easily understood and digested by the manager.13 
12rrwin H. DeTI!lon and Robert L. Johnson, "How Intelli)?;ent Is Your 
MIS?" BusinessHorizons, XIII (February, 1970), pp. 53-56. 
13oharon G. Beged-Dov, "An Overview of Management Science and Infor-
mation Systems," Management Science, XVII (June, 1971), p. 634. 
The previously stated goals should constitute the basic foundation of 
any management. information system that is to be responsive to manage-
ment's information needs. 
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Management information systems can now make available a level of 
information.never before dreamed of. This means not just more informa-
tion faster, but pre-selected information from which meaningless data 
have been culled •. 
There is a growing reali.zation that MIS can contribute to the 
functions of.planning, including long-range planning, especially in 
the field of education. The present use of MIS in education has been 
generally restricted to short-range statistical forecasting. However, 
· there appears to be an .increasing interest by education planning depart-
ments, especially on the .state level, in using the attributes of the 
MIS for technical long-range planning. Many budgeting, planning, and 
management information systems concepts .have been introduced to 
administrators and planners in. recent .years . through publications 
sponsored by the Educational Resources Information Center. 
Information Storage and Usage 
As has been emphasized, data are transformed into information when 
·an.administrator is fully conscious of meaning associated with that 
data. To put the above statement in.an administrative or a planning 
perspective, it may be said that information is "data in use." This 
,concept is important to remember in the design of a MIS because data 
must be delivered to decision makers as information to be acted on. 
The problem with most so-called information systems is that they are 
treated as data systems rather than information systems. 
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To .perform the task of providing useful data, there needs to be 
established some type of data base to store information. Each informa-
tion system requires some type of data bank for collection of informa-
tion. The data.bank must be structured upon the type of information 
whichJ.1t is. to carry, as well as the output which is desired. The data 
bank may contain a capability to edit, sort, or perform computations 
including statistics .based. upon the-data which it extracts from its 
storage or file .. The system designed to input the data, as well as to 
utilize it for administrative purposes, will shape the data bank. The 
data base is the heart of the system. 14 From this statement one may 
deduct that the success of a management information system depends on 
the approach taken· to structuring the data base. There are various 
viewpoints' as to how this should be done. A few approaches will be 
outlined here. 
The information elements. in the data base must be structured into 
.a workable information base. This structuring is the key to system 
operation. 
The data base can be contained in either sequential or random 
access s.torage devices .15 Management information systems based on 
sequential storage devices are limited by physical storage area. If 
it is necessary to retrieve a record at the end of a magnetic tape, 
the complete tape must be Fead, thereby requiring considerable time 
· to retri.eve information. Also, systems employing magnetic tape files 
are limited in speed of data base updating by the physical form of the 
14Norman L·, Enger, Putting MIS to Work (New York, 1969), p. 40. 
I5rbid., p. 43. 
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magnetic tape. A random structured data base does not require 
sequential searching for information retrieval. Requested information 
can be direct.Ly accessed without reading forward information. Magnetic 
drum, magnetic disk, and magnetic strip devices are employed for random 
access equipment. 
List structures differ from sequential and random structures in 
that' po.inters are used to separate physical relationships of records. 
A pointer relates the location of the.next logical record. A data base 
organization in.which the·records contain pointers to other records with 
logical relationships is termed a ."simple list structure. 11 16 
The form of the structure chosen for the data base depends on the 
objectives of the system.- When asystem is constructed, the designer 
· mus.t select .a data bas·e structure which will permit ease of file mainte-
nance, speed .of file searching, and efficiency of information retrieval. 
Once the data base is structured there is a need to classify 
·available .data. There have been numerous attempts to classify infor-
mation in a data base, but no set theory of classification is accepted. 
One. approach is to classify all available data into strategical, tacti-
cal or orparati,onal information-. This type of classification would be 
· · acco:i:;ding to data usage, that is whether it is intended for day-to-day 
operational usage, for control, or for planning. 
Operating data such as personneLrecords, inventory and financial 
- · records are essentially used by lower -level management. Control data 
such as sunnnaries and recaps are generally functionally for middle 
16Norman L. Enger, p. 43. 
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management and the· same would be true for strategies planning informa-
ti.on which is· available for long ... range planning by the upper hierarchy. 
Another approach is to view the data base in terms of information 
which is historical in nature and that which pertains to the future. 
Most data produced by today'.s system has to do with describing events 
and activities that took place in the past, and sometimes comparing 
present circumstances with these past .occurrences.17 
In reviewing the management needs of education, it is found that 
· there is·another type of information of more. value and interest than 
comparis.ons. For long-range planning, education has an invested 
interest· in. this type of data. It is information that is predictive 
in:nature and augments the school administrator's judgment about 
· future developments. 
A systems designer would certainly find a high correlation between 
information needed to aid administration in making strategic decisions 
and.predictive information. 
When a .designer reaches the realm of .using predictive information 
for strategicdeci.sion making, the complexness of the system is cer-
tainly extended as .Robert Head states, 
Here one becomes involved in a wide array of techniques 
and methodologies· for exploiting the information in the 
data base, ranging from simple extrapolation to the 
employment of complex models with the capability of 
manipulating numerous· variables .18 
Certain analyses·of the future can be made by using information 
gene.rated internally. But· to make accurate and meaningful predictions 
17Robert V. Head, "Structuring the Data Base," Journal of Systems 
Management, XXII (April, 1970), pp .. 9-15. 
18Ibid. 
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and projections;· it is usually necessary to secure some environmental 
information. 
It should be pointed out that for predictive purposes and strategic 
planning, the· data base can be composed completely bf environmental 
data or captured and stored in the.data base on a continually recurring 
basis.. For: example, census data and other descriptive information mig~it 
be procured .. to assist. in making. administrative determinations. 
It· should be pointed out that the common data base does not 
constitute a total information system. A common data base includes 
information .which is used by functioning .systems and that can be stored 
and maintained .centrally.. Certainly.there is a need for more inform.a-
tion ·.by administrators: .and: .planners., particularly strategic planners. 
Strategic.planning and management .is much .different than the other 
levels (ope:C'at.ional and· tactical) in. that it is not concerned with the 
detailed present·· operation of the organization. 
There are those.· in administrative positions who view strategic 
planning· .. as ."forecasting .. ''. This is a false assumption as the future 
is impossible .to mastermind. Peter E. Drucker states that human beings 
canneither correctly.predict nor control the future. Drucker continues 
to emphasize .his point .by stating:. 
If anyone still· suffers from. the delus.ion that the 
ability. to· fore.cast beyond the shortest time span is 
given to us, let him look at the headlines i.n yester-
day's· paper and then ask himself which of them he 
could have possibly have predicted ten years ago.19 
19Peter F. Drucker, "Long Range Planning: Challenge to Management 
Science," Management Science, V (April, 1959), p, 307. 
Therefore, the trend in· long-range planning today tends toward the 
making .of .plans based on an attempt to find the most probable course 
of events or range. of possibilities •. 
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Viewing.: the· course of action.· as. .. a goal.,. strategic planning may be 
defined:.as .a'•creative,. ima.ginative:,. .. easti'tfg out environmentally-oriented 
pr:ocedure .. :recognizing only. the·.widest .. constraints. 20 
A strategic planning system ... deals. with future projection, both in 
education· and:business; and·.must be based on compiled information which 
indicates.a probab.le course. Long-range planning systems are recent 
.endeavor.s of management .to: develop an .insight into possible future 
occurrences; ··Many organizations now have formal systems for strategic 
planning •.... 
Strategic .. p.lanning systems do·.not lessen the importance and role 
of .administrativeability, courage, experience and intuition. On the 
contr.a:cy·, the: systemati.c. organization. .. of the planning job and the supply 
ofknowledge·to·it should.make for more effective administrators. 
Models 
Simple and complex problems of the practical world can be solved 
if key features are concentrated' on.-.instead of every detail. This 
approximation.' .. or abstraction of reality, which may be constructed in 
.: various forms, is· called a model. 21 
20John F. Green, p. 77. 
21Robert G. Murdick and Joel E. Ross, p. 378. 
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Many forms of models have been developed in recent years. Generally, 
models may be used to define or describe something such as a MIS; to 
assist with analysis of a system; to specify relationships and processes; 
or to present a. situation in symbolic terms that may be manipulated to 
derive predictions within a range of possibilities. This last purpose, 
to provide a prediction system that. can be manipulated to aid adminis-
trators in- decision making, is perhaps the most important attribute of 
models. 
Simulation models together with.modern day computers provide the 
best balance of operating:characteristics to achieve many different 
kinds of objectives. Two very· important benefits that are closely 
related but distinctly listed in Robert Murdick's and Joel Ross' book 
are: 
1. Models present economy in representation and inquiry. 
It is cheaper to represent a factory layout or an MIS 
visually in a diagram than to construct either one. 
2. Models permit us to analyze and experiment with complex 
situations to a degree that would be impossible by con-
structing the actual system.22 
But the final test of the value of a model according to George Steiner, 
is "whether it can yield predictions with sufficient precision to answer 
the problems .raised. "23 
Model building, though still much in its formative state, especi-
ally in. education.management information systems, has been developed 
to the point where relatively reliable predictions can be madeo One of 
22Robert G •. Murdick and Joel E. Ross, p. 378. 
23George A. Steiner, Top Management Planning (London, 1971), p. 487. 
the key steps in·developing usable information is the fabrication of 
models which enable successful prediction. A tremendous amotm.t of 
imagination .and ·.insight· is needed for the creation of new models and 
the .mere creation:.oLa mod.el .is. not .enough; the model must survive 
exacting tests; it must meet the pragmatic criterion, and it must 
work. It is important to keep .in mind .that models can neither 
create plans .nor make decisions. Models merely provide information 
to aid in·these.processes. 
Progress· toward·.predictive conclusions is based on a constant 
interplay between model and data. ·· Sometimes there is a tremendous 
amount .of .observational data available but .no satisfactory model. At 
other.times·.there· .. are elabo.:c:ate .models·but little adequate data. 
Model building;in education more or. less centers around adminis-
trative·.management .information systems which entail collection and 
maintenance .of·data.for·all·facets of school activities. Coleman 
and- Karweit: describe ·.the functions of the education model considered 
necess.ary·.to .accomplish the. administrator 1.s objectives as: 
The models and. databases maintained by the various 
districts today are pupil centered and. are very similar. 
There are si.x major· .areas included .in pupil personnel 
data systems which include scheduling, attendance, grading, 
testing,·· career and college counseling, and master file 
maintenanceo Maintenance .. procedures differ according to 
the availability of types of data processing equipment. 24 
The framework offered by Coleman and Karweit corresponds directly with 
the description given by Fox when he related the state of models i.n 
Florida schools in a paper for the Florida Educational Research and 
24James C. Coleman and Nancy Lo Karweit 3 Information Systems and 
Performance Measures in Schools (New Jersey, 1972), p. 11. 
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Development Council. Fox described the function of models in education 
as a tool for: 
... assessing, controlling, and tabulating grade reports, 
students records, scheduling, testing services, atten-
dance reporting, and miscellaneous services and adminis-
trative applicationwhich includeQersonnel records, 
payroll, and financial. reporting. Z5 
In reviewing· the Educational Information:·System Design, by Blackwell 
· and Rosenthal,.·· it was found that a· similar view was taken toward the 
use of a data base and models in education. Black.we.11 and Rosenthal 
describe the application as.: 
A multiplicity of alternative confronts the administrator 
who considers combining a model and dat:a base. The com-
plexity of such,a system can range from simple manual 
records, (grading., testing,. attendance, etc.) to sophis-
ticated automated systems for complex decision and planning 
functions.26 
Generally, the literature assesses functional educational models 
in terms of various task dimensions rather than for decision making. 
For example, the-Florida Information. System is viewed in terms of 
automatingstate·records, ·general reports, and enrollment projections; 
the Iowa Educational InformationaLCenter in terms of services offered 
school districts; and the California Educational Information System 
i.n terms of· decentralizing and coordinating service. functions offered 
by regional agencies. Some authors such.as L. H. Evans perceive 
educational information·needs to center around educational institutions 
for: 
25James ·H~ Fox, ·Rev±e.w and Synthesis of Research ·£!!. Management 
Systems for Vocational and Technical Education (Columbus, Ohio, 1971), 
p. 155. 
26F. W. Blackwell and A. H. · Rosenthal, Educational Information 
System Design (Santa Monica, California, 1971), p. 81. 
.•. policy management as it relates to strategic planning 
decision sets and data needs for information that relate 
to first order decision processes.27 
Regardless of the use of the management information system in 
business or education, some form of conceptualization in terms of a 
model and model development .must occur.. Management information system 
models:are conditional:abstractions of designated functions. They are 
conditional.in the sense that they are functionally related to their 
real world utility. Whether the model is dealing with operational, 
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tactical;.or strategic:information, :it should define a systems boundary 
of reality and through its representation of that reality supply infor-
mation related to :the model builder's needs. 
The impetus for a model may originate in a variety of ways. Manage-
ment objectives-or priorities may indicate the need for improved formal 
systems~ Long·range·organizational.goals or competitive influences 
may .establish- the need.. Regardless .of how the idea of the model origi-
nated, a great.deal of effort and:variety of skills must be deployed 
in :a coordinated manner before a usable model is produced. O'Brien 
specifies the nature-of models by stating: 
The development of the model is a very powerful instru-
·ment in ·problem definition. - Although this stage is fairly 
pragmatic it demands decisions, because without decision on 
content, the flow chart or model cannot be developed.28 
The model is the key method for representing a system so that it can be 
analyzed and evaluated. O'Brien continues to describe the application 
.. of models· by stating that there are: 
27L. H. Evans, "The Challenge of Automation of Education,11 American 
Behavioral Scientist, VI (July, 1962) p. 59. 
28James J. O'Brien,r·Management Information Systems (New York, 1970), 
p. 71. 
•.• two. basic meJ;hods·.of. po.rtraying the systems model: 
block :diagrams..-and. :mathemati.cal .models .. " Block diagrams 
·are ·i.concngxaph±c.:models::which.axe:'.picto:tial. representa-
.. tions, .. descri.b.±ng.; the,·system:·and; its functional relation-
ships.· .. The. other:. type, the, mathematical model is often 
utilized ·subse1uent: to development of the block diagram 
or flow chart. 9 
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As models·become·broader they also generally become more sophisti-
cated in that more decision.processes are included within the system. 
These· added :complexities·,· size· and· sophistication, cause development 
programs·that·a:re difficult .to manage~ Therefore, the first step in 
developing a .model :for. a. management .information system is recognition 
of the .various· steps involved in the·.total cycle. With an understanding 
of the·.model:building .process, each·activity within the construction 
phase can·be' given·proper consideration. 
Summary 
The·systems :requi.red by various types of organizat'.i:'ons will cer-
tainly differ in form· and content; the .specific capabilities of an 
educational .system will be different in most cases from a manufacturing 
system.. Even within a single institution, comparable organizations 
willdevisedifferent·systemsto meet their unique management philoso-
phies and objectives. 
·· As· noted previously,· a basic· principle underlying the concept of a 
management infonnation·system·in:all·organizations is the treatment of 
information·.as a·basic resource·of the organization. A given element of 
data will·be .summarized .and tran.sforme.d into many types of measures and 
statistics· which can be· employed· for many purposes at various times. A 
29James J~ O'Brien, p. 71. 
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managenient -.information· system·· strives to collect every fact of interest 
re.lated,.to a particular need in an accurate, efficient manner. The 
system.may then be used to provide·comprehensive and meaningful informa-
tion·for·day-to""day operational decisions or for long-range strategic 
planning. 
The design,·of· the management .s.ystem· must be concerned with functions 
that are advantageous .to .the.organization and .must preclude protentially 
dangerous effects such as rigidity.., imperfect models, and incomplete 
comprehensive computer programs.. One of .the .major functions of the 
· system·, especially in· education, is to promote rather than to discourage 
the .human· capabilities .of· judgment .and .. decision making. A management 
information· system, whether· .in· education or .business, should facilitate 
the recognition; evaluation·, and implementation of new policies and 
procedures. 
In conclusion,. the·· author- .has attempted to give the. reader a 
general overview of the past, present, and future applications of 
management.information.systems to strategic.management. Presently, it 
is the .responsibility of strategic management.or state level administra-
tors.to .make.decisions· concerning the long-,range goals of the organiza-
tiom .' While in· .the past administrators at all levels have used informal 
systems':of· evaluating· important .. information, educational and business 
adminis.tr·atoTs·:are· now•.advising· the·.use of computerized management 
information .systems·.to· aid· in the .decision-,.making task. The idea of 
using·predictive·models to·forecast dozens of years into the future is 
just now having an· .effect· on strategic .management. There appears to 
be .no question· that.the stated subject is.certainly one which is relevant 
to future administrators in both education and business management. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
A solid .management .information .system .program must be predicate.d 
on .knowing·.the _dimensions of .the .system .as .early as possible. It is 
unacceptable :.to',permit· .the·.system's .. key characteristics to emerge as 
more '.and·.more"work·.is:done.on .putting·.the .system together. 
Therefore:,. .. it .is.· a definite .benefit .to those .involved in construe-
ting·.a·.management .information system·.not .to .begin the foundation until a 
step...,by-;step·procedure.has·been·outlined~. This serves two purposes. 
First, it helps to·relate'a clear expression of concepts. Second, ideas 
committed· on· paper can·· be understood, evaluated, and reviewed by adminis-
trativ.e .personnel. 
In·.an· effort to· describe the .development style of management 
systems,.· five·:steps .have··.been isolated •. 1 These steps are in general 
terms so .that·.they.· may· fit a variety· of situations encountered but 
are .speci.fic·.enough·.to·.allow effective .planning and control. Hopefully, 
wi.thin·.each· .step· the· activities may occur in several sequences but must 
.be .completed .during· that .step in .the .development of any management 
info:cmation·system~··The· five steps that will be used in the development 
lnon Q~ ··Matthews, ··The· Design··of the Management In.formation System, 
(New· York, 1971), p. 193. 
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of the stated MIS are synthesis, analysis, design and documentation, 
implementation,·and maintenance. 
Synthesis 
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In reviewing the objectives of this study, it is seen that the 
purpose of the proposed paper is to develop a management information 
system which.features a profile of the 456 independent school districts 
in the·state of Oklahoma. At present, the Oklahoma State Department 
of Vocational and Technical Education is involved in educational 
supervision,. coordination·, research, and planning without a sufficient 
information base to·document.many of their decisions at the local level. 
The Oklahoma State .Department .ofVocational .and Technical Education 
has relied on· general observation and trends in decision ma.king 
relative to individual.school districta. 
Therefore, the resources for the development of a solid individual 
sehool district data base.are within the grasp of the Oklahoma State 
Department of Vocational·and Technical Education, but to date have not 
beensynchronized intoa functional system. The resources involve the 
456 · independenLschool district maps·.which are on file at the State 
Department of-Transportation, Capitol Building, Oklahoma City. The 
1970Censos·Summary-tapes are composed of the 616 enumeration districts. 
The.Bureau·of· Census releases the .census tabulation in counts. There 
are six.census .counts·which include detailed characteristics of Oklahoma 
population.. The 1970 census tapes are on file at the Computer Center, 
Oklahoma .State University. 
The above stated resources are .the major elements upon which the 
foundation of the proposed management information system will be 
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constructed. The data needed.for developing a school district profile 
are present in six summary tape counts.consisting of seventy-two popula-
tion characteristics ... · Specifications will be developed to interface 
the 616 enumeration districts which contain population characteristics 
with the 456 independent school districts. 
Analysis 
Considerationhas .been·given to feasibility and accuracy in the 
development-of· this management.information system. After reviewing 
techniques such· as· manual computation, .. the use of a plyometer, and 
interfacing··.by computer, it was decided that the latter would accomplish 
the objectives• defined in the synthesis with a higher degree of economy 
· and efficiency .. 
Therefore, the problem involved .in constructing a school district 
profile by use of school districts ·.and .enumeration districts is finding 
a technique.that can·beused ,to .accurately interface the two: a. method 
to prorate that portion of the enumeration district or districts that 
does not exactly fit the boundaries of the school district. Preliminary 
research illustrates that· metropolitan areas fall we.11 within the bounds 
of individual.school districts. In most cases there will be proration, 
but when it is necessary to prorate, it will occur mainly in rural 
areas which·will not·statistically affect percentages involved in 
development of theschool profile. 
Proration of the 616 enumeration districts will narrate a formula 
which will depict a particular school district. With this formula it 
will be possible to segregate an individual school district and calculate 
from the 1970census tapes the characteristics of the school district 
which may be termed as a school district profile. 
Design and Documentation 
The framework for the proposed".management information system lies 
in the enumeration··district maps and. the school district maps. The 
first step in constructing a foundation·requires the implementation 
of interfacing the two· maps. Research has i.llus trated that it i.s 
possible to photograph the maps, which.are of different scale, and 
reduce both to·.the same size and scale. Recommended scale is one 
and one-eighth inch equal ·. to nine miles or one and one-eighth inch 
squared equal to ·.eighty-one square miles. 
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After-.. the ·maps are reduced and scaled, computer graphics will be 
used to·±ntroduce the material to .the computer. This step involves 
defining a subject .to .b'e ·drawn .as a series of dots, which the computer 
will .connect .by-.straight line segments .in·· the sequence specified. The 
subject to .be··.drawn in .this· case will be the school districts a.nd 
enumeration districts, .interfacing .the two .on a scaled map of the state 
of.Oklahoma. ·This will be done .by .locating an origin point for a 
coordinate· system ·on the· school district maps and the enumeration 
district maps. · and · then developing coordinates for each point. A key-
punch .operator· can ·then make computer punch cards identifying each 
point's location :from this .list. 
Programs will be written in standard Fortran so that proration 
and factor development will .be conducted by.the computer for districts 
which.do not fall exactly within the bounds of the school district. 
This stage of the system will be completed by writing three data 
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processing programs which in turn will create a tape file containing 
census data by school district. The census modification will be composed 
of two Fortran programs and one utility sort program. 
Implementation 
Once the enumeration districts,·have been interfaced and prorated 
and.a school district formula calculated then the user must determine 
information·:needed.. The Oklahoma .State University Computer Center 
assumes,the,responsibility of· the 1970 census data dissemination. 
The counts are released on computer readable summary tapes and provide 
all or part of major data classifications. 
Maintenance 
The management of the system during its operating life will be 
divided into two phases: (1) updating the 456 school districts which 
should be done every five years·, and (2) remaining informed as to 
changes in classification of census data and obtaining new data which 
is made available every five years. The enumeration districts are 
definite and unchanging.· Once the basic design of the proposed 
management information system is developed and implemented, little 
effort·will be' required during five year intervals for updating. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE SCHOOL PROFILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
Introduction 
A greater alignment can be achieved between education and the 
changing·requirements of students· and their environment by having 
access ·to information relating to current educational situations. The 
specific objective of this··management information system is to provide 
stateandlocal·education:decision makers with a comprehensive analysis 
of-the .characteristics of the population within a specif.ied school 
district.- . With population information available and identified by 
school district, decision.makers can then (1) identify school districts 
where·.a large·.segment·.of the· population might benefit from programs 
offered·, (2) .develop .more .cost-effective training programs, and (3) 
assist in· the accounting for educational programs offered within a 
district. 
A management .information system requires an accurate definition 
of system· requirements·. ·The input, processing, and output require-
ments .of .the system·must:be accurately.defined. 
The·foliowing description· of the school district profile manage-
ment.information system·suppJ.ies explicit definitions of available 
data, process·.of transforming data·to .information, and system design. 
But prior. to spe:lling· out. the elements·.and. functions of the system, 
it should bemade·clear that the data base for the system does not 
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have to be compiled.. The data· base has been developed by the United 
States Census Bureau and is filed on summary tapes at the Oklahoma 
State University Computer Center. The problem with the data base is 
that it does·not coincide with.Oklahoma school districts. Therefore, 
the goal of this .paper is to develop a means·of manipulating and 
summarizing.1970 census information in terms of school districts. 
There·were several ideas··as to how this could be. done, but in the 
final analysis a-procedure based on area.proration (prorating and 
i.nterfacing enumeration· districts with school districts) was selected 
as the means to provide-reliable planning information. 
Data Base· 
The data.base·ofthe school profile system contains elements of 
information which have been structured by the Bureau of Census and 
transposed to tapes'.· Usually, when developing a data base, struc-
turing· is the key· to system operation, and design of the data base is 
the most important consideration··in implementation of a management 
information system. 
The data base· for the school district profile management informa-
tion:system is·presently available and in a stage that can be prorated 
to apply to--Oklahomaschool districts. 
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As previously stated in this paper·, data for the 1970 census was 
collected primarily through self-enumeration. A census questionnaire 
was delivered by postmen· to every household. The householder was 
requested.to fill out and return the form to the Bureau of Census with 
incomplete and·non-response· cases assigned for follow-up by enumerators. 
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The census· data base was developed· by using three types of 
questionnaires. ·E±ghty·percent of the .households answered a form 
containing··a limited·number .of population and housing questions and 
the remainder, split·in fifteen percent·and five percent samples, 
answered forms·which contained-these.questions as well as a number of 
additional questions~ ·A·randomp::rocedure was used to determine which 
of the three· forms· any"pa:rticul:ar··household answered. 
The 1970 ·census ·questionnaires .were specifically designed to be 
processed by' Film· Optical ·sensing l)evice for input to computers. 
In accordance with census practice dating back to 1790, each 
person enumerated in the 1970 census was counted as an inhabitant of 
his usual place of residence, which.is generally construed to mean 
the place where he Jives and sleeps most of the time. This place is 
not necessarily the same as his legal residence, voting residence, 
or domicile. The implementation of this practice by the Bureau of 
the.Census has .resulted in the establishing of residence rules for 
certain categories of persons whose usual place of residence is not 
0 0 1 immediately clear. 
For example.., .members of the Armed Forces living on military 
installations,,or near· that installation were counted as residents of 
the area·in which the installation was located. College students 
:we.re counted as-residents of the area in which they were living while 
attending-college~ Inmates of institutions, who ordinarily live there 
for.considerable periods of time (prison, health, or mental institutions) 
were .counted as residents of·the area where the institution was located. 
lu. S. Department of-.Commerce, Number of Inhabitants (Washington, 
19 71) , p • 82 . 
Citizens of the·United States who were overseas for an extended period 
of time were not included·in the census· data. Persons temporarily 
abroad .on-.vacations and· business .trips ·were .counted. 
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Population data·for·Oklahoma are listed in various census tables 
as urban· and·.rural residences.. According to the definition adapted for 
use in the.1970 census, the·.urban .population .comprises all persons 
living :.in .. urbanized :areas .and in .places of 2 ,500 inhabitants or more. 
More specifically, the· urban .population consists of all persons living 
in places of 2,500 inhabitants or more incorporated as cities, villages, 
and towns, but excludes those persons .living .in the rural portions of 
extended--citiesor of unincorporated places of 2,500 inhabitants or 
more.2 
During the· period, 1960 · to 1970, there has been an increasing 
trend toward annexation·of land.joining.urban areas, which often extends 
.city boundaries· to include territory essentially rural in character. 
An example·would be .the rapid·.extension·.of city limits by Oklahoma City. 
The·classification:of·all inhabitants of such cities, e.g., Okla-
homa city, as urban would include in the urban population persons whose 
environment is primarily rural in nature. 
In order to separate these people from those residing in the closely 
settled portions of Oklahoma City and cities like Oklahoma City, the 
Bureau·.of Census· examined patterns· of population density and classified 
a portion· of each city as rural. Therefore, cities as in the case of 
Oklahoma . .Cityconsist of an urban part and a rural part. Population 
characteristics for the two parts are separated in census tables. 
2u.s. Department of Commerce, p. 82. 
The census bureau has used county lines for census purposes for 
many years. In Oklahoma; data are shown for statistical areas which 
are county equivalents·designated as census divisions '(CCD's). Not 
all states have census information available on a county wi.de basis, 
but there are .only a few exceptions :to:.this generalization. 
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Census-data in·Oklahoma can·also be obtained·by·census county 
sub-,division, or recognized ;moreoften·.as. enumeration districts (ED's). 
Census county sub-divisions·or enumeration districts represent community 
areas which have·been defined in recent years by the Census Bureau in 
cooperation with state officials. 
Enameration districts or- census county sub-divisions have relatively 
permanent boundaries which·follow physical features or the limits of 
incorporated places. It is worth noting that in establishing enumera-
tion districts, consideration was given mainly to the trade or service 
area of principle settlements. Enumeration districts or county census 
sub-divisionsrange.in.number from five to twenty-four per county. 
The Bureau,of Census· recognizes approximately two hundred fifty 
standard-metropolitan.statistical areas (SMSA's) in the 1970 census. 
Oklahoma has.three standard metropolitan statistical areas: Oklahoma 
City, .Tulsa; and Lawton. .An SMSA is a county or group of contiguous 
counties-which .contains·at least one.city of 50,000 inhabitants or 
more. In additionto thecounty or--counties containing such a city 
or cities, contiguous·counties are included in an SMSA if, according 
to certain·criteria, they are·socially·and economically integrated 
with the central city.3 Although this management information system 
3u.s. Department of Commerce, p. 82. 
will rely entirely on enumeration districts relative to computation 
of school district populations characteristics, it should be pointed 
out that population statistics are also available by congressional 
district. 
Technical Conditions Affecting Summary Tapes 
There are six summary tapes available each containing different 
data. Counts differ in both quality of data presented and the 
geographic area of coverage. The tapes are 10 1/2 inches in diameter 
with a maximum recording length of 2400 feet. The recording density 
(BPI) is 556 or 800 for seven channel and 800 for 9 channel. The 
spacing is 3/4 inch between records on 7 channel and 6 inch on 9 
channel. Census data is recorded in Fortran language. The primary 
division of census data is by state, and all of the data for a given 
summary will be together in one logical file. 
School District Population Data 
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The following table illustrates the data available for the school 
di.strict profile. The housing data is considered secondary for the 
purpose of this profile, but will be. included in the information 
system to illustrate·the range of data available in the first count. 
Area Analysis 
Administrators at the various Oklahoma educational institutions 
have ready··access to the Bureau of Census magnetic tapes, but census 
data in its present form are of little value when viewing local 
situations for planning purposes. 
TABLE· I 
POPULATION AND HOUSING 
Population 
I. Cotmt of All Persons 
2. Count of All Housing Units 
3. Count .of Persons in Rural Areas 
4. Count o.f Persons in Annexed Territories 
5. Count·of Rural Housing Units 
6 •. Count of Persons in SMSA's 
7. Count .of Persons in Urban Portion of Central Cities of SMSA's 
8. Count of Persons in.Rural Places .of 1,000-2,499 
9. Count of Persons in .Rural Places-of .Less Than 1,000 
10~ Count of Persons in Urban Portion of Central Cities of Urbanized 
Areas 
11. Count of Person.s in Urbanized Areas in Urban Portion of Places of 
25, 000+ Outside·. Central Cities 
12. Count of Persons in Urbanized Areas in Urban Portion of Places of 
2,500~24,999 Outside of Central Cities 
13. Count of Persons in Urbanized Areas 
14. AGGREGATE.$ VALUE (See Item 35) 
Aggregate $ Value for Units for Which Value is Tabulated 
By: Occupancy Status and Race of Head (3) 
Total owner occupied 
Negro owner occupied 
Vacant for .sale only 
15. AGGREGATE $ MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT. (See Item 36) 
Aggregate·$ Monthly Contract· Rent for Uni.ts for Which Rent is 
Tabulated 
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TABLE I -(CONTINUED) 
Population 
By: Occupancy Status and Race of Head (3) 
Total renter occupied 
Negro renter occupied 
Vacant for rent 
16. AGGREGATE$ VALUE FOR UNITS WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES (See 
Item 43) 
Aggregate$ Value for Units With All Plumbing Facilities for 
Which Value is Tabulated 
By: Occupancy Status and Race of Head (3) 
Padding 
Total owner occupied 
Negro owner occupied 
Vacant for sale only 
17. AGGREGATE$ MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT FOR UNITS WITH ALL PLUMBING 
FACILITIES (See Item 44) 
Aggregate $ Monthly Contract Rent for Units With all Plumbing 
Facilities for Which Rent· is Tabulated 
By:· Occupancy Status and Race of Head (3) 
18. AGE AND SEX 
Total renter occupied 
Negro.renter occupied 
Va.cant for rent 
Count of Persons 
By: Sex (2) By: Age (22) 
Ma.le: 
Under 5 years 
5 
6 
7-9 
10-13 
14 
15 
16 
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TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Population 
22-24 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-59 
60-61 
62-64 
65-74 
75 and over 
Female: 
Repeat Age (22) 
19. NEGRO AND OTHER RACES (EXCEPT WHITE) BY AGE AND SEX 
Count of Negro and Other Race Persons (except white) 
By: Race (2) By: Sex (2) By: Age (8) 
Negro: 
Male: 
Under 5 years 
5-14 
15-24 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-64 
65 and over 
Female: 
Repeat Age (8) 
Other Races: 
Same as Negro (16) 
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TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Population 
20. RACE 
Count of Persons 
By: Race (5) 
White 
Negro 
Indian 
Other specified races 
Reported "Other race" 
21. POPULATION 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER BY MARITAL STATUS, RACE AND SEX 
Count of Persons 14 Years Old and Over 
By: Race (2) By: Sex (2) By: Marital Status (5) 
Total: 
Male: 
Now Married (excludes separated) 
Widowed 
Divorced 
Separated 
Never Married 
Female: 
Repeat Marital Status (5) 
Negro: 
Same as Total (10) 
22. RELATIONSHIP AND RACE 
Count of Persons 
By: Race (2) By: Household Relationship (10) 
(includes persons in group quarters) 
Total: 
Family head of husband-wife household 
Family head. of household with other male head 
Family head of household with female head 
Wife of head 
Other relative of head 
Male. primary individual 
Female primary individual 
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TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Population 
Nonrelative (includes roomer, boarder, or lodger) 
of head of household 
Inmate of institution 
Other in group quarters 
Negro: 
Repeat Household Relationship (10) 
23. POPULATION UNDER 18 YEARS OLD BY RELATIONSHIP AND FAMILY TYPE 
Count of Persons Under 18 Years Old 
By: Household Relationship and Family Type (10) 
(includes persons in group quarters) 
Head or wife of head of household 
Own (never married) child of head: 
In husband-wife family 
In other family with male head 
In family with female head 
Other relative of head: 
In husband-wife· family 
In other family with male head 
In family .with female head 
Nonrelative (includes roomer, boarder, or lodger) 
of head of household 
Inmate of institution 
Other in group quarters 
24 •. POPULATION 65 YEARS AND OVER BY RELATIONSHIP 
Count of Persons· 65 Years Old and Over 
By: Household Relationship (8) 
(includes persons in group quarters) 
Head of family 
Wife of head 
Other family member 
Male primary individual 
Female primary individual 
Nonrelative (includes roomer, boarder, or lodger) 
of head of household 
Inmate of. institution 
Other in group quarters 
TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Population 
25. FAMILIES BY PRESENCE OF FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 18 and 65 AND OVER 
AND FAMILY TYPE 
Count·of Families 
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By: Family Type (3) By: Presence of Family Members (other than 
head and wife) Under 18 and 65 and 
Over (4) 
Husband-wife family: 
No members under 18 or 65 and over 
Members under 18, none 65 and over 
Members 65 and over, none under 18 
Members-under· 18 and 65 and over 
Other.family with male head: 
Repeat ·Family Members (4) 
Family.with female head: 
Repeat Family Members (4) 
Housing 
26. OCCUPANCY/VACANCY STATUS 
A. Count of Housing Units 
By: Occupancy/Vacancy Status and Race of Head (9) 
Owner occupied: 
Total. (includes. white, Negro and Other rac.es 
in this and all following tabulations 
where race is shown) 
White head of household 
Negro head of household 
Renter occupied: 
Total 
White head of household 
Negro head of household 
Vacant: 
For rent 
Fo.r sale only 
Other vacant year round 
TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Housing 
B. Count of Vacant Seasonal and Vacant Migratory Units 
NOTE: (All tabulations·beginning·with Item 27 exclude vacant seasonal 
and vacant migratory units.) 
27. TYPE-OF STRUCTURE 
Count of Occupied·andVacantYea:t...;.Round Housing Units 
By·:· Type of Structure (3) 
!-unit structure 
2-or-mo.re-unit structures 
Mobile homes or trailers (occupied only) 
28-. -· A. ROOMS. IN UNIT 
Count of Occupied and·Vacant Year-Round Housing Units 
By:· Number of Rooms in Unit (8) 
1 room 
2 rooms 
3 rooms 
4 rooms 
5 rooms 
6 rooms 
7 rooms 
8 rooms or more 
B. AGGREGATE NUMBER OF ROOMS (See Item 26) 
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Count of Rooms in Occupied and Vacant Year-Round Housing Units 
By: Tenure and Race of Head (9) 
Total occupied and vacant year-round units 
Total occupied 
Owner occupied 
Renter occupied 
Total Negro occupied 
Negro owner occupied 
Negro renter occupied 
Vacant for rent 
Vacant for sale only 
TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Housing 
29. A. PERSONS IN UNIT 
Count of Occupied Units 
By:· Number of Persons in Unit (8) 
1 person 
2 persons 
3 persons 
4 persons 
5 persons 
6 persons 
7 persons 
8 persons or more 
B. AGGREGATE NUMBER. OF PERSONS BY TENURE AND RACE OF HEAD 
(See Item 26) 
Count of Persons in·Occupied Units 
By: Tenure and Race of Head (6) 
Total occupied 
Owner occupied 
Renter occupied 
Total Negro occupied 
Negro owner occupied 
Negro renter occupied 
30. PERSONSPER"R00M, TENURE AND RACE OF HEAD 
Count of Occupied Units 
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By: · Tenure and Race of Head (6) By: Number of Persons Per Room 
(3) 
Total occupied: 
1. 00 or. less 
1.01 - 1.50 
1. 51 or more 
Owner occupied: 
Repeat Persons Per Room (3) 
Renter occupied: 
Repeat Persons Per Room (3) 
TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Housing 
Total Negro occupied: 
Repeat Persons Per Room (3) 
Negro· owner occupied: 
Repeat Persons Per Room (3) 
Negro renter·occupied: 
Repeat Persons Per Room (3) 
31. NUMBER OF UNITS AT ADDRESS 
Count of Occupied and Vacant Year-Round Housing Units in Multi-
Unit Structures 
By: Number of Units at Address (3) 
2-4 units 
5-9 units 
10 or more units 
32. UNITS WITH A BASEMENT 
Count of Occupied and Vacant Year""Round Housing Units 
By: Basement (2) 
Total with basement 
48 
Units with basement at addresses with 1, 2, or 3 units 
33. ACCESS AND· C()MPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES 
Cou.nt of· Occupied and·. Va.cant Year-Round Housing Units 
. .By-: 'Access··and··.Complete Kitchen Facilities (4) 
With,direct·access and.complete kitchen facilities 
for. this household only 
With' dire.ct·access, lacking complete kitchen facilities 
for:. this· household only 
Lacking direct access, with complete kitchen facilities 
for this·household only 
Lacking.both· direct·access and complete kitchen 
facilities for this household only 
34. TELEPHONE AVAILABLE 
·· Count of· Occupied Units With Telephone Available 
TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Housing 
35. VALUE (See Item 14) 
A. Count of Owner-Occupied Units for Which Value is Tabulated 
By: Value (8) 
Less than $ 5,000 
$ 5,000 
$10 ,000 
$15,000 
$20,000 
$25,000 
$35 ,000 
$50,000 
- $ 9,999 
$14,999 
$19,999 
$24,999 
$34,999 
$49,999 
or more 
B. Count of Units for Which Value is Tabulated 
By: Occupancy Status and Race of Head (3) 
Total owner occupied 
Negro owner occupied 
Vacant for sale only 
36. MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT (See Item 15) 
A. Count .of Renter--Occupied· Units for Which Rent is Tabulated 
By: Monthly·Contract Rent (10) 
With cash rent: 
Less than $40 
$ 40 - $ 59 
$ 60 - $ 79 
$ 80 - $ 99 
$100 - $119 
$120 - $149 
$150 - $199 
$200 - $299 
$300 or more 
Without payment of cash rent 
B. Count of Units for Which Rent is Tabulated 
(Does not include "Without payment of cash rent.") 
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TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Housing 
By: Occupancy Status and Race of Head (3) 
Total renter occupied 
Negro· renter occupied 
Vacant for rent 
37. UNITS FOR RENT THAT HAVE BEEN-VACANT LESS THAN 2 MONTHS 
Count of'Year-Round Vacant~for-Rent Units Vacant Less Than 2 
Months 
38.· UNITS FORSALE ONLY THAT HAVE BEEN:VACANT LESS THAN 6 MONTHS 
Count of Year-Round Vacant-for-Sale-Only Units Vacant Less Than 
6 MONTHS 
39. VACANT YEAR-ROUND UNITS THAT HAVE BEEN VACANT 6 MONTHS OR MORE 
Count of Vacant Year-Round Units Vacant 6 Months or More 
40.. UNITS WITH ROOMERS·, BOARDERS, .. OR LODGERS 
Count of Occupied Units With Roomers, Boarders, or Lodgers 
41. PLUMBING FACILITIES 
Count of Occupied· and Vacant Year-Round Housing Units 
By: Tenure and Race of Head (9) By: Plumbing Facilities (2) 
Total occupied·and vacant year-round: 
With all plumbing facilities 
Lacking one or more plumbing facilities 
Total occupied: 
Repeat Plumbing Facilities (2) 
· Owner occupied: 
Repeat Plumbing Facilities (2) 
Renter occupied: 
Repeat Plumbing Facilities (2) 
Total Negro occupied: 
Repeat Plumbing Facilities (2) 
Negro owner occupied: 
Repeat Plumbing Facilities (2) 
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TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Housing 
Negro renter occupied: 
Repeat Plumbing Facilities (2) 
Vacant for rent: 
Repeat Plumbing Facilities (2) 
Vacant for sale only: 
Repeat· Plumbing Fac.ilities (2) 
42. . UNITS• WITH ALL.: PLUMBING FACILITIES AND 1. 01 · OR MORE PERSONS PER 
ROOM BY TENURE AND RACE OF HEAD 
Count of Occupied Units With All Plumbing Facilities and 1. 01 or 
More Persons Per Room 
By: Tenure and Race of Head (6) 
Total.occupied 
Owner occupied 
Renter occupied 
Total.Negro occupied 
Negro. owner occupied 
Negro renter occupied 
43. VALUE FOR UNITS WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES (See Item 16) 
A. Count .of Owner-Occupied Units With All Plumbing Facilities 
for Which Value is Tabulated 
By: Value (8) 
Less than$ 5,000 
$ 5,000 - $ 9,999 
$10,000 - $14,999 
$15,000 - $19,999 
$20~000 - $24,999 
$25,000 - $34,999 
$35,000 - $49,999 
$50,000 or more 
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B. Count of Units With All Plumbing Facilities for Which Value is 
Tabulated 
By: Occupancy Status and Race of Head (3) 
Total owner occupied 
Negro• owner occupied 
Vacant for sale only 
TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Housing 
44. MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT FOR UNITS WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES 
(see Item 17) 
A. Count of Renter ... Occupied Units With All Plumbing Facilities 
for Which Contract Rent is Tabulated 
By: Monthly Contract Rent (10) 
With cash rent: 
Less than $40 
$ 40 - $ 59 
$ 60 - $ 79 
$ 80 - $ 99 
$100 - $119 
$120 - $149 
$150 - $199 
$200 - $299 
$300 or more 
Without payment of cash rent 
B. Count of Units With All Plumbing Facilities for Which Rent is 
Tabulated 
(Does not include. "Without payment of cash rent.") 
By: Occupancy Status and Race of Head (3) 
Total renter occupied 
Negro renter occupied 
Vacant for rent 
45. TOILET FACILITIES 
Count of Occup:Led and' Vacant Year-Round Housing Units 
By: Toilet Facilities (3) 
Flush toilet for this household only 
Flush toilet, but also used by another household 
No flush toilet 
46. UNITS WITH 1.01 OR MORE. PERSONS PER ROOM BY HOUSEHOLD TYPE 
Count of Occupied Units With 1.01 or More Persons Per Room 
By: Household Type (4) 
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TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Housing 
Husband-wife family 
Other family with male head 
Family with female head 
Primary individual 
4 7. UNITS WITH 1. 51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM BY HOUSEHOLD TYPE 
Count of Occupied Units With 1. 51 or More Persons Per Room 
By: Household Type (4) 
Husband-wife family 
Other family with male head 
Family with female head 
Primary individual 
48. POPULATION IN UNITS WITH 1.0l OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM BY AGE 
Count of Persons in Occupied Units With 1.01 or More Persons Per 
Room 
By: Age (3) 
Under. 18 years 
18-64 years 
65 years and over 
49. POPULATION IN UNITS WITH. 1.51 or MORE PERSONS PER ROOM BY AGE 
Count of Persons in Occupied Units With 1.51 or More Persons Per 
Room 
.By: Age (3) 
Under 18 years 
18-64 years 
65 years and over 
50. POPULATION IN UNITS WITH 1. 01 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM BY TENURE 
AND RACE.OF HEAD 
Count of Persons in Occupied Units With 1.01 or More Persons Per 
Room 
By: .Tenure and Race of Head 
Total occupied 
Owner occupied 
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TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Housing 
Renter occupied 
Total Negro occupied 
Negro'.. owner occupied 
Negro renter occupied 
51. POPULATION IN UNITS BY.PLUMBING FACILITIES 
Count of Persons in·Occupied Units 
By:· PlumbingFacilities. (2) 
With all plumb.ing facilities 
Lacking one· o:r more plumbing facilities 
52. POPULATION IN UNITS WITH 1.01 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM BY 
PLUMBING FACILITIES 
Count of· Persons in· Occupied Units With 1. 01 or More Persons Per 
Room 
By:· Plumbing Facilities (2) 
With all plumbing facilities 
Lacking one· or more·plumbing facilities 
. 53 •. FAMILIES BY PLUMBING FACILITIES 
Count of Families 
By:·· Plumbing· Facilities (2) 
With· all plumbing fac.ilities 
Lacking one·or more plumbing facilities 
54. HOUSING ALLOCATIONS 
Count of·Housing·Units With Allocations 
.By: Occupancy Status· (2) By: Housing Allocations (23) 
Occupied: 
Telephone available· (Occupied only) 
Access to unit 
·complete kitchen facilities 
Indirect 
Direct 
Number of rooms 
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TABLE.I (CONTINUED) 
Housing 
Hot and cold piped water 
Indirect 
Direct 
Toilet facilities: 
Indirect 
Direct 
Bathing facilities (bathtub or shower) 
Indirect 
Direct 
Type of foundation (basement) 
Tenure: (Occupied only) 
Indirect 
Direct 
Type of Structure 
Indirect 
Direct 
Use of property 
Value of unit 
Ce:mtract rent 
Vacancy status (Vacant only) 
Duration.of vacancy (Vacant only) 
Units at address: 
Vacant 
Indirect 
Direct 
Repeat Housing Allocations (23) 
55. POPULATION SUBSTITUTIONS AND ALLOCATIONS 
Countof Persons Substituted or With Allocations 
(if a person was substituted, he is counted only as substituted 
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· and if any of·his items were allocated they were not tallied here 
as allocations.) 
By: Population· Substitutions and Allocations (10) 
Person substituted because of equipment malfunction 
Person substituted because of nonresponse 
Person with one or more allocations 
Household relationship 
Sex 
Color 
Age 
Age, decade unknown 
Age, decade known . 
Marital status (if. age. is 14+) 
It has been pointed out by state vocational and technical educa-
tion planners that census data correctly interfaced with school dis-
trict boundaries presents social and economic data that takes a great 
deal of the "chance factor" out of long-range decision making. 
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To interface census boundaries and school district boundaries, it 
was decided·that maps of identical scale and size would have to be con-
structed. County census data maps are on file at the Computer Center 
at Oklahoma S.tate, University· and county school district maps are on file 
at the Department of School Transportation, Capitol Building, Oklahoma 
City. Although the census maps and school maps are of different scale, 
an economical method of identical scaling was developed through 
photography .• 
The scale of one inch equal eight square miles or one square 
inch equal· sixty-four .square miles was selected as the scale for the 
two maps. The seventy-seven county census and school district maps 
were photographed with a 35mm camera using 400 ASA black and white 
film. 
The school district map negatives were inserted into a photo 
enlarger and focused on the,boundaries of a GLO county surveyors 
map. This, method guarantees· that all school district maps will be 
identical in size and scale. Photographs were printed for the seventy-
seven·counties·which· contain a total of 456 independent school 
districts. 
A simple·but very important function of identical scaling follows 
in the next step. The county school district photographs were used 
as a guide to align boundaries of the census·maps to insure that the 
county school district maps and the census maps are of the same size 
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and scale. This process was completed by placing the county census 
map negatives in·the photo enlarger and·focusing the negative exactly 
on the boundaries of·the county school district map photographs. After 
completing the above process,' the author had· a total of one hundred 
fifty-four photographsof·which·seventy"'seven were·county census maps 
with 616 identifiable enumeration· district· boundaries and seventy-seven 
county·school district·maps·with456 identifiable independent school 
districts. 
The-above process is·non-complicated, but a time consuming 
activity which requires knowledge of the elementary principles of 
photography. 
Overlays of School Districts 
At this point in the project, the researcher had available two 
copies of each of the seventy-seven Oklahoma counties. Both copies 
were of identical size and scale but contained different data. To 
compare the data on the census map with that on the school district 
map, i.t was decided that the two maps must be interfaced. Several 
methods were reviewed, but the most economical procedure for inter-
facing was found in the form of transparencies. 
The county census·map was selected as the one to be made into 
a transparency~ It was quickly discovered that transparencies cannot 
be made directly from a photograph.. Therefore, it was necessary to 
make Xero.x copies of the. county census maps so that transparencies could 
be made from the Xerox copy. Once the Xerox copy of the county map 
was completed, then it became a simple process to make transparencies, 
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The specific objective of constructing overlays was to compare 
the boundaries of the enumeration districts on the county .census maps 
with the boundaries of school districts on the coun.ty·school district 
maps. This is a very important function of the s.chool. profile project, 
since the scaled boundaries of the enumeration districts and the school 
districts serve as the foundation for data computation. Figure 2 
illustrates an are.a.overlay..· 
This is an appropriate occasion to point out that the school 
districts do,notmatch:the enumerat:ion districts.: One may note while 
that in some cases one hundred percent of the enumerition district 
falls in .the·.school· district, in other cases .. only a. small portion lies 
.. ,within the· school district.· This·occurrence will be fully explained 
··. later in .. this paper .•.. · 
The impor.tan.t. point. at this .. stage of system development is that 
the, county enumerati:on district· maps and the county school district 
maps have both been reduced· to a workable form and identically scaled. 
Factor Computation 
The hub· of the seh.oof.,.px.ofile management .. information system sur-
rounds, area computation:., · if the reader· will note RLgure 3, he will 
find the s.chooL districts· in Major county· drawn in, red· and the county 
enumeratiom districts: drawn .. in, black. · To illustrate .the connection 
between: an individual school., district and the attached enumeration 
districts,· let us· refer• to .independent. -school. district'number eighty-
four '(I--84), located,:almost: in: the center of Major. county. Inde-
pendent. dlf.stri.ct. e!Lghty:,-four, contains: a part of, thr'ee, enumeration 
( 
districts.· The majority·'of enumeration district fourteen, a large 
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portion of emnneration district twelve, and the greater part of 
enumeration· district fifteen are located in I-84. 
The census summary tapes contain information for a complete 
enumeration district, not a portion' or part. Therefore, that part 
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of the enumeration district that lies within the boundary of a school 
district·must be prorated according·to the .percent that is in the 
school district. This process is completed by development of a prora-
. tion factor. 'fhe--task in·factor computation is to compute the square 
miles of each enumeration district which is in a specified school 
district. 
This operation is completed by the computer in basically three 
steps. 
1. · Using the scale of one· inch equal eight miles the total area 
of the enumeration district is calculated. 
2. ' Applying the above scale, that portion of the enumeration 
district which lies within the boundaries of school district 
is calculated. 
3. Once the total enumeration district area and that portion 
inside the school district have been found, a percentage 
(proration factor) can now be computed by dividing the total 
number of square miles in the enumeration district into the 
number of square miles calculated for that part of the 
enumeration district inside the school district. 
Thus, in the case of school district I-84, the school profile is 
developed from census data available for enumeration district 14, 
enumeration district 12, and enumeration district 15. Following the 
above steps, it is found that 93.4 percent of enumeration district 14, 
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61.2 percent, of enumeration district 15, and 63.4 percent of enumera-
tion district 12 lie within the boundary of independent school district 
84. The computer manipulates the enumeration district data according 
to the above factors, combines the three factored enumeration districts 
and ejects a' .school· district profile. 
Calculation,of the,proration.factor.or enumeration district per-
,centage is' an,important· function. To·give direction to the reader, it 
should· .be. pointed out that .at' this juncture the above calculated 
factor· is. programmed into the computer to manipulate census summary 
··tape figures: .. As illustrated in· the example~- th:is process will provide 
· census .data·according to school· district with the enumeration districts 
·serving as· the data foundation. 
Enumeration •·Districts · and Proration Factor 
Due to nec.essary prorating of population within a specified area, 
there· was expressed: concern .that, a concentrated segment of the popu-
lation would influence. the overall populat.ion. characteristic of the 
school: district.~. Although small· pockets of concentrated population 
might exist,· generally the' characteristics based on population per 
square.:.mile will be co:rrect.. .Enumeration. dis.tricts average about 250 
hous.ing, uni.ts· wi..th.' an average of. four to .the household. Therefore, 
a school·profile"with a concentrated-population element will not be 
skewed since the maximum number in an enumeration district is approxi-
mately 1,000 persons. 
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Tool for Area Calculation 
The task of calculating area does not appear to be insurmountable 
as the maps are almost clear enough to·manually count the square miles 
in a designated space. Measurement was first attempted with an instru-
ment known as a plyometer which was borrowed from the local Agriculture 
Stabilization and Conservation Office, The plyometer is highly accurate 
and often used by agriculture officials to measure designated acreages 
on government agriculture maps. 
After using . the plyometer for a considerable time, i.t was found 
that the time· element required for area computation was unreasonable. 
Also, it was discovered that the State Department of Vocational and 
Technical Education had obtained a General Drafting Graphics System 
which contained a 1130 IBM computer. 
The General Drafting Graphics System or Computer Graphics System 
is a combination of graphic art and·computer methods. The system can 
convert large,quantities of data into pictures or plotted drawings. 
The tedious task of transposing a picture or map into true 
perspective illustrations is reduced to a translation of the points 
of reference from the picture or map to punched IBM cards which are 
fed into a computer, along with carefully prepared Computer Graphics 
Programming~ The true. perspective views are then drawn by an automatic 
plotter, and the researcher is provided with any desired view of the 
drawing. 
The automatic plotter performs according to the re.petitive use of 
basic coordinate and plot generating comm.ands. The basic commands are 
modular in construction and perform many basic operations within the 
system including computation of area. All command modules interact 
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with·a common data storage area which contains all generated coordinate 
data stored under associated point·numbers. This storage area is known 
as the "coordinate table" and provides the basic link· between coordinate 
generation·andarea-,plot generation. 
The purpose of using the Computer Graphics System in the school 
district profile project is two fold: (1) · once the county census maps 
and the county school district maps·are scaled and coordinated, they can 
be combined into one map by use of the automatic plotter; (2) once the 
coordinators are fed into the Computer Graphics System, the 1130 IBM 
computer can be·programmed .to compute area in square miles. 
Therefore, introduction of the computer-plotter system makes way 
for a flexible and economical oriented operation. Also, it conducts 
two very necessary-functions of the school profile management informa-
tion system: interfacing of maps·and calculation of area. 
COGO Area Computation 
The Integrated Civil Engineering.System COGO is an information 
processor for the computer solution of geometric problems in engineer-
ing, surveying and mapping. The processor is made up of a language, 
a set of processing routines·, and a set· of information files. The 
COGO (for coordinate· GeO'me.try) system .may be applied to any number of 
geometric problems .in any area which involves points, lines, curves, 
or polygons·.. The COGO system operates on geometric objects and variables 
which can be identified,· stored, retrieved, computed, printed, and 
manipulated by means•of various commands. 
The COGO· .language· .provides a .mechanism .for communication with the 
problem· solving capabilities of the processing routines. With the COGO 
language, it. is possible to develop commands which describe the known 
data for the·variables and.the·problem components, the·relationships 
between the variables and problems components,·· and the results of 
the selected function. 
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Theuser·of this system0 does not .need·to be profieient in computer 
programming or to be aware of the· computer- per se. Most of the COGO 
functions· are organized· sets· of· programs, sub-programs, and sub-routines 
and require·only knowledge of soiution.requirements. 
The information files are automatically generated by the processing 
routines when commands which define.geometric objects are executed. 
The information files are contained in the physical storage devices 
of the computer--namely disk. 
COGO School Profile Commands 
Commands written by the user serve as the input to the computer 
and the COGOprocessing routines. The· commands are·processed individ-
ually, one IBM card at a time, and in the order in which they are 
received by the computer. Each command may be thought of as a small 
program which is processed· and .executed.independently of the commands 
which precede and .follow; Since there.is no practical restriction on 
the number .of commands which may be used.in solving a problem, there 
is no ptactical restriction on the size or complexity of problems 
which can be handled.· .A problem may involve as few as two or three 
commands.or as·many as· several thousand or more commands. 4 A command 
used in the school profile system is shown in Figure 4. 
4Engineer' s · Guide to ICES COGO .!. (Bos ton, 19 6 7) , p. 89. 
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I. STORE 162 -.340 ,..5,794 
35 40 39 38 37 36 35 
4 45 37 38 - 39 43 
Command 1 is instructing the system·to store the coordinates for later 
.reference. 
Command 2 is instructing the system to compute the area in square 
miles contained within these· coordinates. 
Command 3 is instructing the computer to draw a line or course based 
on the submitted• coordinates. 
Figure 4. Commands Used in School Profile System 
Data Tables 
The following school profile data tables are maintained by the 
COGO system: 
Point Table 
Each point to·.be· stored is assigned an .identification number which 
can range·from·O,t.o·999. The stored data for each point is defined in 
terms of X and·Ycoordi.nates. A point is an absolute object. 
· Course Table 
A course is defined as the line segments between two stored points. 
The stored data for each· course is the point numbers for the beginning 
- and .end· points. · .A: course· is a. relat:ive object which moves with the 
-points· which define-- it·,-·· 'The following diagram illus tr ates the course 
function~ -- (See Figure 5) 
Beginning Point? 
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COMMAND.,,.-=-DRAW/LINE· ·· 35 · 40 39 38 37 36 35 
Figure 5~ Course Function 
Area Development 
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Area computation functions according to an organized COGO program. 
The calculation operates·on a point and course table and according to 
a designated scale. · The following is illustrative of a simple COGO area 
command .. 
Area of SD 82 
AREA 
AREA= 
LINE 
AREA 
AREA= 
23 22 21 43 11 5 4 3 47 33 
88,5892 Square Miles 
23 22 21 43 11 5 5 3 47 33 
23 24 25 26 4241 40 944 
21.7587 Square Miles 
Area of school district eighty-two which includes a part of two differ-
ent enumeration districts consists of 21. 7587 square miles plus 88.5892 
square miles for a total area .of 110.3479 square miles. 
The COGO system will compute the area within an individual enumera-
tion district, but .does not have the capability to compute the area in 
more than one enumeration district and develop a sum. 
Coordination 
This step involves·defining a subject to be drawn as a series of 
dots, which the li30 IBM computer will connect by straight-line seg-
ments in the sequence specified. The objective of this function is to 
.define the .location of each· one· of· these· points relative to a X and 
Y axis and·· to place these· measurements .on. computer punch cards. 
There are two methodsfor calculating location of coordinates. 
The .first i.s: completed by, a manual·.operation which consists of measur-
ing. the distance·.by obtaining a drawing .of the subject, locating an 
origin .point·· for a· coordinate system, and .measuring the coordinate 
of each.point· ... 'fhe·origin.is generally-placed on the center line in 
front. of·_and below symmetrical subjects. so that all parts of one side 
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of th~ .subjects·.are included as' positive values in a coordinated system. 
The measurements· can'.be·· listed in sequence on sheets of paper • 
. A second·.means of· coordinating·.is .by way of a coordinate graph. 
Up-to-date coordinate graph equipment has a digital :read and can be 
operated.to measure.a.seri.es .of points and simultaneously produce 
punch cards~ · A coordinate graph with a digital read only was used. 
co.ordinate .the· maps· used in this paper. 
To prepare .. the drawing .for .extracting data points, it is mounted 
o.n the coordinate .graph .draw.ing boa.rd~ As a constant reference point 
for all .dimensions,·· an: origin point. is located. Vertical and horizontal 
axes .aredrawn;from the'.origin.point and.it is critical that the X and 
Y axes are exactly parallel to. the boundaries of the drawing; in this 
case, map boundaries.. A point .is then measured and recorded in both X 
and .Y coordinates. · A number is placed alongside the second point and 
coordinates recorded in X and Y terms, and so on. See Figure 6. 
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.... ,, 
Most coordinate graphs .have cross .hairs which must be positioned 
verticaily.· .. and· .horizontally . to .intersect .each' point measured from 
the·.origin·. · ks each·:.point .is located, the operator reads the dital 
reader and·records·in;X-and'Y coordinates. 
Pt. 
' y 15 8 7 
N o. x v 
x y 18 0 0 
4.504 3.545 
17 0 1.898 
ED 10 ED 6 ED 5 
7 4.504 3.5.45 
xy x y 
0 1. 898 1.660 1.909 6 
3 3.252 0 
13 g 1 17 14 10 14 1.660 1.909 
12 1 
ED 13 y 4 
.97 5 
25 1. 7 .970 
ED 7 
20 1 ED 17 
ED 14 33 
xy x y 
0 0 3.252 0 
18 19 x 
Figure 6. Coordination of Enumeration District in Noble County 
Once .the .coordinates· are recorded, then .IBM- cards must be punched. 
· .As . . these· cards: are prepared .and: stacked according to the input instruc-
· ti.ons, computation results in· a disk which directs the plotter to 
produce drawings according to a specified scale. 
·~,. 
Conversion to 80 Column Card 
Once the drawings,.or as· in this case, the school district maps 
and enumeration·-district maps are coordinated, data such as that 
illustrated--below-are··available for transfer to IBM cards. 
Coordinate·Number- · 
162 
161 
158 
159 
160 
157 
156 
Y Coordinate 
-.340 
-. 338 
-. 689 
-.929 
-.931 
-. 700 
-.967 
X Coordinate 
-5.794 
-5.551 
-5.572 
-5.572 
-5.807 
-5.456 
-5.456 
The coordinate numbers·, X and Y coordinates as well as other 
information must be·placed'on the computer cards in a specified order. 
The program·-requires that· the· word "store" be placed in columns one 
through five. 
Y Coordinate 
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1 2 3 4 5 15 16 17 18 1~ 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
S T O R E 1 6 2 3 4 O 5 7 9 4 
Figure 7. Sample Punch Card Format for Subject Data 
Regardless of the·number·of digits,· the coordinate point number must 
begin in·column fifteen. In this project, no coordinate point number 
fi.lled more than· three spaces. After the point nuttiber a column is 
left blank and the Y axis coordinate recorded. A second column is left 
blank to divide the Y coordinate from· the X coordinate, which is 
recorded .accordingly·.· Once the coordinates are keypunched, they can 
then be fed· into· the computer ·along with the appropriate program for 
graphic plotting or area computation. 
Census-Data Program Modification 
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It was·necessary· to develop a data processing system to modify 
census data according to.school districts. · This stage of the management 
information system-was completed b.y writing three data processing 
programs·whichin·turn· created-a tape·file containing census data by 
school· district. The census modi.fication was composed of two Fortran 
programs and one: uti.lity sort program. 
Since the census data is reported by enumeration district, a 
correspondence .between enumeration· districts and school districts had 
to be established in·order·to report census data in terms of a school 
· profile:~ As· previously: mentioned, .a computer graphics procedure was 
introduced· to calculate a proration-factor to determine the percent 
of an·enumeration· district within a school district. Once the proration 
·factor.was established·,· it was found that the designed percentage could 
be applied· to the.First·Count data of.a specified enumeration district 
to manipulate census data into a· school district profile. 
The-first of the two Fortran programs feeds data to the computer 
byway of an input card which contains a school district code, an 
associated enumeration'.code, and .the· proration factor of a specified 
enumeration·district within a particular school district. The 
corresponding enumeration district record is located on the First 
Count data·tape,· and the proration factor on the input card is applied 
to the First Count data of· the enumeration record. A separate data 
record is created containing the·modified census data. These newly 
created data items ow the data record.have the same format as the 
·original First Count data items. The utility sort program is then 
executed in order to sort and combine all the records pertaining to 
one school' .. district. · After the sort· is completed, the second Fortran 
·· prog:rant.1s executed which· sums· all the modified enumeration records 
for each school district into .. one record. This record has the same 
format as the original First Count census data records. Therefore, 
the Fortran program created one record· for each school district 
establishing·.a: school district: profile ... The records used in this 
study contain only First Count data,· but can be slightly modified 
·to prorate the-various census counts. 
The only· discrepancy between this data tape and the original 
First .Count data census tape is that the First Count datum that was 
suppressed on the original tape was handled as if it were zero on 
the created tape. Also the geographic data was blanked out and the 
school ·district was put in. the first six positions of the geographic 
data a:rea. The schoo.L district has no suppressed data. 
Once the·school district. tape is created, it can be used as an 
input.to a·program that is available at the Oklahoma State University 
· Computer, Center. The name of this program is DAULLIST. This program 
has· been· made available•.to the. public to assist in census data access. 
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The DAULLIST program reads the First Count summary tapes and "lists" 
the: .. geographic .identif.ication and the aggregate data of population and 
housing with verbal, descriptions taken from the summary tape 
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documentation. This document contains instructions in imp·lementing the 
program and in setting up display requests. 
The DAULLIST programwas written in Fortran IV. The Fortran ver-
sion uses an assembler language sub--routine to read the 1800 character 
records on the First Count Summary Tapes. The data records tapes have. 
55 tables with a total of 409 items. 
Illustrated in Tables II and III are modified census enumeration 
districts tables which have been compiled to represent a school district 
profile. Thi.s school district profile will function as a component 
of a total management system for educational planning purposes. There 
are a total of 55 tables in the. profile which includes designated 
population and housing data. The data in Tables II and III were taken 
directly from the computer print-out. 
System Verification and Accuracy 
To test the system for accuracy the calculations developed by 
the modified census program were selected randomly and mathematically 
checked to verify that the specified substracted prorat.ion factor 
plus the computer computati.on equaled the original census table total. 
In the case of Garber and Drummond school districts the system was 
found to be 99 percent accuratec The one perce.nt e.rror is due to 
mathematj cal rounding. 
2 
TABLE II 
GARBER SCHOOL DISTRICT PROFILE; 
GARFIELD COUNTY 
TRACTED AREA 
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41 
085 
SUMMARY TYPE 
1970 STATE 
1970 COUNTY 
1960 STATE 
PLACE DESCRIPTION 
SPECIFIED CITY WITH RURAL 
CENTRAL COUNTY CODE 
QUASI7"STATE 
MINOR CIVIL.DIVISION OR 
CENSUS COUNTY DIVISION 
ANNEXATION CODE 
PLACE 
WARD 
TRACT (BASIC) 
TRACT ( SUFFIX) 
DISTRICT OFFICE 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT 
ENUMERATION DISTRICT-BASIC 
ENUMERATION DISTRICT-,SUFFIX 
TYPE OF ED 
TERRITORY (OVER BOUNDED) 
ECONOMIC SUBREGION 
1970 COUNTY OF TABULATION 
NEW ENGLAND TOWN SIZE CODE 
NEW ENGLAND TOWN CODE 
UNIVERSAL AREA CODE-LEVEL 
UNIVERSAL AREA CODE 
PLACE SIZE 
PUBLICATION CODE 
AREA CODE 
BLOCK GROUP 
POTENTIAL URBANIZED AREA/ Ii STANDARD CONSOLATED AREA 
STANDARD METROPOLITAN 
STATISTICAL AREA 
URBAN/RURAL 
ACTUAL URBANIZED AREA 
STATE ECONOMIC AREA 
1. COUNT OF ALL PERSONS 
1 614 
2. COUNT OF ALL HOUSING UNITS 
l 205 
3, COUNT OF PERSONS IN. RURAL AREAS 
IN ADDITION TO THE SUMOFDATA ITEMS IN 8 AND 9, 
THis.-cOUNT INCLUDES- PERSONS IN OTHER RURAL 
TERRITORY ___ (RURAL ··ouTSIDE PLACES). 
l 614 
4. COUNT -OF PERSONs ·· IN ANNEXED TERRITORIES 
l O 
5. 
1 
6. 
1 
7. 
1 
8. 
1 
9. 
1 
10. 
1 
11. 
1 
12. 
1 
13. 
1 
,, 
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
COUNT OF RURAL HOUSING UNITS 
COUNT.OF PERSONS IN STANDARD METROPOLITAN 
STATISTICAL AREAS 
COUNT OF PERSONS IN URBAN PORTION OF CENTRAL 
OF STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS 
CITIES 
COUNT OF PERSONS IN RURAL PLACES OF 1,000-2,499 
COUNT OF PERSONS IN RURAL PLACES OF LESS THAN 1,000 
COUNT OF PERSONS IN URBAN PORTION OF CENTRAL 
CITIES· OF URBANIZED AREAS 
COUNT OF: PERSONS .. IN URBANIZED. AREAS IN URBAN PORTION 
OF PLACES OF 25~000+'0UTSIDE CENTRAL CITIES 
COUNT OF. PERSONS .. IN: URBANIZED AREAS IN URBAN PORTION 
OF PLACES OF 2,500-24,999 OUTSIDE CENTRAL CITIES 
COUNT OF.PERSONSIN'.URBANIZED AREAS 
IN ADDITION. TO. THE. SUM. OF. DATA ITEMS IN 10, 11, 
·· ... AND. 12, THIS . COUNT INCLUDES PERSONS OUTS IDE CENTRAL 
CITIES WHO ARE'IN OTHER URBAN TERRITORY 
... (OUTSIDE PLACES). 
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205 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
14. AGGREGATE. $ VALUE. FOR UNITS FOR :wHICH VALUE 
IS TABULATED BY OCCUPANCY STATUS AND RACE OF HEAD 
(NOTES 1, 2, AND 3) 
1 TOTAL_OWNER OCCUPIED 
2 NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED 
3 VACANT FOR SALE ONLY 
15 • . AGGREGATE .. $ MONTHLY. CONTRACT. RENT .FOR UNITS 
FOR WHICH RENT IS.' TABULATED BY OCCUPANCY STATUS 
AND RACE OF HEAD .. (NOTES 1 AND 4) 
1 .TOTAL RENTER OCCUPIED 
2 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 
3 VACANT FOR RENT 
16. AGGREGATE $ VALUE. FOR UNITS WITH ALL PLUMBING 
FACILITIES_ FOR WHICH .. VALUE IS .. TABULATED (NOTES 1, 
2, 3, ANDS) BY OCCUPANCY STATUS AND RACE OF HEAD 
1 TOTAL.OWNER OCCUPIED 
2. NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED 
3 VACANT FOR SALE ONLY 
17. AGGREGATE $.MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT FOR UNITS WITH ALL 
PLUMBING FACILITIES FOR WHICH RENT IS TABULATED. 
(NOTES 1, 4, AND 5) BY OCCUPANCY STATUS AND RACE 
OF HEAD 
1 TOTAL RENTER OCCUPIED 
2 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 
3 VACANT FOR RENT 
18. COUNT OF PERSONS BY SEX BY AGE 
1 MALE UNDER 5 YEARS 
2 MALE 5 
3 MALE 6 
4 MA.LE 7-9 
5 MALE 10-13 
6. MALE 14 
7 MALE 15 
8 MALE 16 
9 MALE 17 
10 MALE 18 
11 MALE 19 
12. MALE 20 
13 MALE 21 
14 MALE 22-24 
15 MALE 25-34 
75 
3100 
0 
0 
378 
0 
0 
3012 
0 
0 
378 
0 
0 
17 
7 
6 
22 
29 
8 
8 
7 
11 
3 
2 
2 
3 
6 
31 
76 
TABLE-II (CONTINUED) 
16 MALE 35-44 36 
L7 MALE 45-54 42 
18 MALE 55-59 18 
19 MALE 60-61 6 
20 MALE 62-64 10 
21 MALE 65-74 24 
22 MALE 75 AND OVER 9 
23 FEMALE UNDER 5 YEARS 20 
24 FEMALE 5 6 
2.5 FEMALE 6 6 
26 FEMALE 7-9 6 
27 FEMALE 10-13 19 
28 FEMALE 14 5 
29 FEMALE 15 8 
30 . FEMALE 16 6 
31 FEMALE 17 7 
32 FEMALE 18 5 
33 FEMALE 19 2 
34 FEMALE 20 2 
35 FEMALE 21 4 
36 FEMALE 22-24 10 
37 FEMALE 25-34 33 
38 FEMALE 35-44 40 
39 FEMALE 45-54 42 
40 FEMALE 55-59 18 
4.1 FEMALE 60-61. 6 
4'2 FEMALE 62-64 9 
43 FEMALE 65-74 23 
44 FEMALE 75 AND OVER 10 
19 v COUNT OF NE.GRO AND OTHER RACE PERSONS (EXCEPT 
WHITE) BY RACE BY SEX BY AGE 
1 NEGRO MALE UNDER .5 YEARS 0 
2 NEGRO MALE 5-14 3 
3 NEGRO MALE 15-24 1 
4 NEGRO MALE 25-34 0 
5 NEGRO MALE 35-44 0 
6 NEGRO MALE 45-54 2 
7 NEGRO MALE 55-64 1 
8 NEGRO MALE 65 AND OVER 2 
9 NEGRO FEMALE UNDER 5 YEARS 1 
10 NEGRO FEMALE 5,..14 3 
11 NEGRO.FEMALE 15-24 2 
12. NEGRO FEMALE 25-34 1 
13 NEGRO.FEMALE 35-44 1 
1.4 NEGRO FEMALE 45-54 2 
15 NEGRO FEMALE 55-64 0 
16 NEGRO FEMALE 65 AND OVER 1 
TABLE.II (CONTINUED) 
17 OTHER RACK MALE UNDER 5 YEARS 
18 OTHER RACE MALE 5-14 
19 OTHER RACE MALE 15-24 
20 OTHER RACE.. MALE 25-34 
21 OTHER RACE'MALE 35-44 
22 OTHER rutCE<MALE 45-54 
23 OTHER RACE .. MALE 55-64 
24 OTHER RACE. NALE. 65 AND OVER 
25 OTHER RACE FEMALE.· UNDER 5 YEARS 
26 OTHER RACE.FEMALE 5-14 
27 OTHER RACK FEMALE 15-24 
28 OTHER RACK FEMALE 25-34 
29 .. OTHER RACK.FEMALE 35-44 
30 OTHER RACE.' FEMALE .45-54 
. 31 .. OTHER RA.CE FEMAL.E. 55-64 
32 OTHER RACE FEMALE' ' 65 AND OVER 
20. :COUNT 'OF ··PERSONS BY RACE 
.:- 1 WHITE 
2 NEGRO 
.3 . INDIAN. 
4. OTHER'SPEGIFIED. RACES. (INCLUDES .JAPANESE, CHINESE_, 
FILIPINO;"HAWAIIAN AND KOREAN.) 
5 REPORIED OTHER RACE 
2L COUNT OF PERSONS' 14'YEARS OLD AND OVER BY RACE 
BY SEX'BYMARITAL STATUS 
1 'TOTAL:MALE NOW'MARRIED (EXCLUDES SEPARATED) 
2 TOTAL MALE WIDOWED 
3 TOTAL MALE DIVORCED 
4 TOTAL MALE SEPARATED 
5 TOTAL MALE. NEVER. MARRIED. 
6 TOTAL.FEMALE NOW MARRIED (EXCLUDES SEPARATED) 
7 TOTALFEMALE WIDOWED 
8 TOTALFEMALE DIVORCED 
9 TOTAL. FEMALE. SEPARATED 
10 TOTAL . FEMALE: NEVER MARRIED . 
11 NEGRO: MALE NOW MARRIED .(EXCLUDES SEPARATED) 
_ 12 NEGRO: MALE WIDOWED 
.. 13. NEGRO: MALE DIVORCED 
14 NEGRO MALE SEPARATED 
1.5 NEGRO MALE NEVER MARRIED 
16 NEGRO FEMALE NOW MARRIED (~XCLUDES SEPARATED) 
17 NEGRO FEMALE WIDOWED 
18 NEGRO. FEMALE DIVORCED 
19 NEGRO FEMALE. SEPARATED 
20 NEGRO FEMALE.NEVER MARRIED 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
594 
17 
1 
0 
0 
160 
7 
3 
1 
55 
162 
20 
3 
1 
44 
3 
1 
0 
0 
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
3 
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
22 •. COUNT OF PERSONS.BY:RACE:BY'HOUSEHOLD RELATIONSHIP 
(INCLUDES PERSONS· IN'GROUP QUARTERS) 
1 TOTAL. FAMILY .. HEAD! OF.:' HUSBAND.-WIFE HOUSEHOLD 
2 TOTAL. FAMILY:: HEAD: OF:· HOUSEHOLD. WI.TH OTHER MALE HEAD 
.3 .. TOTAL. FAMILY HEAD OFrHOUSEHOLD WITH FEMALE HEAD 
4 TOl'AL. WIFE. OF. HEAD 
5 TOTAL OTHER RELATIVE OF HEAD 
6 TOTAL MALK PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
7 TOTAL FEMALE PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
8 TOTAL NONRELATIVE (INCLUDES ROOMER, BOARDER, OR 
LODGER) OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
9 TOTAL INMATK OF .INSTITUTION 
10 TOTAL OTHER IN GROUP QUARTERS 
11 NEGRO. FAMILY: HEAD. OF: HUSBAND~WIFE. HOUSEHOLD 
12. NEGRO. FAMILY HEAD. OF. HOUSEHOLD WITff OTHER MALE HEAD 
13 NE.GRO FAMILY HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD WITH FEMALE HEAD 
· 14 ... NEGRO WIFE OF HEAD 
15.' NEGRO OTHER RELATIVE OF HEAD 
16 NEGRO MALE PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
17 NEGRO FEMALE PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
18. NEGRO NONRELATIVE (INCLUDES·ROOMER, BOARDER, OR 
LODGER) OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
19 NEGRO INMATE OF. INSTITUTION 
20 NEGRO OTHER IN GROUP QUARTERS 
23. COUNT OF. PERSONS UNDER 18 YEARS OLD BY 
HOUSEHOLD RELATIONSHIP.AND FAMILY TYPE (INCLUDES 
PERSONS IN GROUP QUARTERS) 
1 HEAD.OR WIFE OF HEAD.OF. HOUSEHOLD 
2 OWN (NEVERMARRIED)'CHILD OF HEAD IN 
HUSBAND~WLFE FAMILY 
3 OWN.· (NEVER. MARRIED) CHILD OF. HEAD IN OTHER 
FAMILY.WITH MALE HEAD 
4 OWN (NEVER MARRIEb) CHILD OF HEAD IN FAMILY 
WITH FEMALE HEAD 
5 OTHER RELATIVE OF HEAD IN 
HUSBAND-WIFE. FAMILY. 
6. OTHER RELATIVE OF.HEAD.IN OTHER FAMILY 
WITH MALE. HEAD 
7 OTHER RELATIVE OF'HEAD IN FAMILY 
WITH FEMALE. HEAD 
8' NONRELATIVE (INCLUDES ROOMER, BOARDER, OR 
LODGER)'OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
9 INMATE:OF. INSTITUTION 
10 ·· . OTHER IN' GROUP QUARTERS 
78 
157 
2 
8 
157 
262 
9 
13 
2 
0 
0 
3 
0 
1 
3 
10 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
206 
0 
5 
8 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
24. COUNT OF PERSONS65YEARS OLD AND OVER BY 
HOUSEHOLDRELATIONSHIP(INCLUDES PERSONS IN 
GROUP QUARTERS) 
1 HEAD OF FAMILY 
2 WIFE OF. HEAD 
3 OTHER' FAMILY MEMBER 
4 MALK PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
5 FEMALE: PRil:IARY. · INDIVIDUAL 
6 NONRELATIVE (INCLUDES ROOMER", BOARDER, LODGER) 
OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
7. INMATEOF INSTITUTION 
8 OTHER IN GROUP QUARTERS 
25. COUNT OF. FAMILIES BY FAMILY. TYPE. BY PRESENCE OF 
FAMILY.' MEMBERS (OTHER THAN HEAD' AND WIFE) UNDER 
18 .. AND 65 AND OVER 
1 HUSBAND-WIFE FAMILY, NO MEMBERS 
UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER 
2 HUSBAND-WIFE FAMILY, MEMBERS UNDER 18, 
NONE 65 AND OVER 
3 HUSBAND,-WIFE FAMILY, MEMBERS 65 AND 
OVER, NONE UNDER 18 
4 HUSBAND,;..WIFE FAMILY, MEMBERS 
UNDER 18 AND 65 AND OVER 
5 OTHER FAMILY WITH. MALE HEAD, NO 
MEMBERS UNDER 18 .. OR 65 AND OVER 
6 OTHER FAMILY WITH MALE HEAD~ MEMBERS UNDER 18, 
NONE. 65 AND OVER 
7. OTHER FAMILY WITH MALE HEAD, MEMBERS 65 AND 
OVER, NONE UNDER 18 
8 OTHER FAMILY.WITH MALE .. HEAD, MEMBERS 
UNDER 18 AND 65 AND OVER 
9 FAMILY WITH FEMALE HEAD, NO MEMBERS 
UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER 
10 FAMILY WITH FEMALE HEAD, MEMBERS UNDER 
18, NONE 65 AND. OVER 
11 FAMILY WITH FEMALE HEAD, MEMBERS 65 AND 
OVER, NONE UNDER 18 
12 FAMILY WITH FEMALE HEAD~ MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND 65 AND OVER 
26. COUNT OF HOUSING UNITS BY OCCUPANCY/VACANCY 
STATUS AND RACE OF HEAD 
1 OWNER OCCUPIED TOTAL (INCLUDES WHITE, NEGRO 
AND OTHER RACES IN THIS AND ALL FOLLOWING 
TABULATIONS WHERE RACE IS. SHOWN) 
2 OWNER·.·ocCUPIED. WHITE HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
79 
30 
17 
6 
4 
9 
0 
0 
0 
68 
86 
2 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
4 
3 
1 
0 
141 
138 
TABLE' II (CONTINUED) 
3 OWNER OCCUPIED. NEGRO:· HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
4 RENTER OCCUPIED . .TOTAL 
5 RENTER:· OCCUPIED-w:HIT.E. HEAD. OF HOUSEHOLD 
6 RENTER OCCUPIEff NEGR0- HEAD' OF HOUSEHOLD 
7 VACANTFOR RENT 
8 VACANT'. FOR SALE. ONLY 
9 VACANT .OTHER VACANT. YEAR ROUND 
COUNT OF'VAC:AN'f. SEASONAL AND VACANT 
MIGRATORY UNITS 
10 
27. COUNT OF:OC.CUPIED"AND'VACANT:YEAR.:..;.ROUND HOUSING 
UNITS BY"TYPE'OF STRUCTURE 
1 I-UNIT.STRUCTURE 
2 2-0R.;..MORE,;...UNIT STRUCTURES. 
3 MOBILE. HOMES OR TRAILERS. (OCCUPIED ONLY) 
· 28~ . 'COUNT OF:-OC.CUPIED'AND· VACANT. YEAR,-ROUND 
HOUSING UNITS BY NUMBER OF- ROOMS IN UNIT 
1 1 ROOM 
2 2 ROOMS 
3 3 ROOMS 
4 4 ROOMS 
5 5 ROOMS 
6 6 ROOMS 
7 7 ROOMS 
8 8 ROOMS OR MORE 
COUNT OF: AGGREGATE NUMBER OF ROOMS IN 
OCCUPIED.' AND: VACANT: YEAR-ROUND HOVSING UNITS 
BY TENURE AND .RACE. OF. HEAD. 
9 · TOTAL OCCUPIED AND' 'VACANT YEAR-ROUND UNITS 
·10. TOTAL OCCUPIED 
. 11. OWNER OCCUPIED 
12 RENTER OCCUPIED 
13.' TOTAL NEGRO OCCUPIED 
14 'NEGRO: OWNER OCCUPIED 
15 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 
16 VACANT FOR RENT 
17 VACANT FOR SALE ONLY 
29. COUNT OFOCCUPIED'UNITS BY NUMBER 
OF PERSONS IN UNIT 
1 1 PERSON 
2 2 PERSONS 
3 3 PERSONS 
·4 4 PERSONS 
80 
2 
50 
47 
2 
3 
2 
10 
0 
197 
1 
7 
1 
0 
7 
31 
65 
53 
27 
21 
1157 
1079 
799 
281 
17 
0 
0 
8 
0 
21 
69 
29 
30 
5 5 PERSONS 
6 6 PERSONS 
7 7 PERSONS 
8 8 PERSONS OR MORE. 
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
COUNT. OF: AGGREGATE 'NOMB:ER: OF PERSONS IN 
OCCUPIED' UNITS BY' TENURE AND RACE OF HEAD 
9 TO'rAL. OCCUPIED 
.10 OWNER OCCUPIED 
. lL. RENTER· OCCUPIED 
12 TOTAL NEGRO OCCUPIED 
13 NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED 
14 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 
30. COUNT.oF·occUPIED UNITS BYTENURE.AND RACE 
OF'HEAD'BY'NUMBER-OF PERSONS PER ROOM 
l TOTAL OCCUPIED. 1. 00 OR LESS 
2 TOTAL OCCUPIED 1.01 - I.SO 
3 TOTAL OCCUPIED 1.51 OR MORE 
4 OWNER OCCUPIED 1. 00 OR LESS 
5 OWNER OCCUPIED. 1.01 - 1. 50 
6 OWNER OCCUPI.ED, 1. 51 OR MORE 
7 RENTER OCCUPIED 1. 00 OR LESS 
8 RENTER; OCCUPIED. 1. 01 - 1. 50 
9 RENTER OCCUPIED.' 1. 51 OR MORE 
10 .. TOTAL NEGRO. OCCUPIED: 1. 00 OR LESS 
11 TOTAL. NEGRO. OCCUPIED. LO 1 - 1. 50 
12 TOTAL NEGRO. OCCUPIED 1. 51 OR MORE 
13 NEGRO OWNER OCCIJPIEDi 1..00 OR LESS 
14 NEGRO OWNER. OCCUPIED. 1.01 - 1 . 50 
15. . NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED- 1.51 OR MORE 
16 NEGRO.· RENTER. OCCUPIED. 1. 00 OR LESS 
17 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 1. 01 - 1. 5 0 
18 NEGRO-' RENTER OCCUPIED 1. 51 OR MORE 
31. COUNTS OF' OCCUPIED' AND VACANT YEAR,:..RQUND HOUSING 
. UNITS IN MULTI-UNIT:' STRUCTURES BY NUMBER OF 
UNITS AT ADDRESS 
1 2-4 UNITS 
2 5-9 UNITS 
3 10 UNITS OR MORE 
32 •. COUNT OF. OCCUPIED. AND VACANT YEAR-ROUND 
HOUSING'UNITS BY BASEMENT 
1 TOTAL:WITHBASEMENT 
.2 'UNITS'WITHBASEMENT.ATADDRESS WITH 
1, 2, OR 3 UNITS 
81 
22 
13 
3 
4 
421 
193 
9 
0 
0 
177 
10 
4 
133 
6 
2 
45 
5 
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
59 
59 
TABLEII (CONTINUED) 
33. COUNT.OF.OCCUPIED.AND.VACANT:YEAR,;,;,ROUND HOUSING 
UNITS BY ACCESS ANDCOMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES 
(NOTES 6 AND 7) 
1 WITH DI.RECT .ACCESS: AND COMPLETE. KITCHEN FACILITIES 
FOR THIS HOUSEHOLD_ONLY. 
. 2 ... WITH DIRECT .. ACCESS ; .. LACKING'- COMPLETE KITCHEN 
.... FACILITIES FORTHIS.:HOUSEHOLD. ONLY 
.· 3 .. LACKING' DIRECT.: ACCESS:, •. WITH COMPLETE KITCHEN 
FACILITIES: FOR 'THIS·.· HOUSEHOLD .ONLY 
.. 4 ... LACKING. BOTH: DIRECT: ACCESS AND COMPLETE KITCHEN 
FA.CILITIESFOR"THIS HOUSEHOLD ONLY 
34. COUNT OF UNITS WITH TELEPHONE AVAILABLE 
82 
191 
13 
0 
0 
1 177 
35. CDUNT OF OWNER.;;.OCCUPIED UNITS FOR WHICH VALUE IS 
TABULATED BY VALUE (NOTE 4) 
1 LESS THAN $5,000 
2 $ 5,000 - $ 9,999 
3 $10~000 - $14,999 
4 $15,000 ~ $19,999 
5 $20,000 - $24,999 
6 $25~000 - $34,999 
7 $35,000 - $49,999 
. 8 $50, 000 OR MORE 
COUNT. OF UNITS FOR. WHICH: VALUE IS TABULATED 
.. BY OCCUPANCY STATUS AND RACE OF HEAD (NOTE 3) 
9 . TOTAL.'..OWNER OCCUPIED 
10 NEGRo:·oWNER. OCCUPIED 
11 VACANT' FOR SALE ONLY 
36 ~ . COUNT OF RENTER~OCCUP.IED UNITS FOR WHICH RENT 
TABULA'I'ED BY MONTHLr CONTRACT RENT (NOTE 4) 
. · 1 WITW CASH. RENT: LESS THAN $40 
2 · WITH. CASH RENT. $ 50 - $ 59 
3 WITH CASH RENT.$ 60 - $ 79 
.4 ·WITH CASH RENT$ 80 - $ 99 
5 WITH CASH RENT $100 - $119 
6 WITH CASH RENT $120 - $149 
7 WITH CASH RENT $150 - $199 
8 WITH CASH RENT. $200 - $299 
9 WITH CASH:RENT $300.0RMORE 
10. 'WITHOUT PAYMENT. OF CASH RENT 
COUNT' OF.' UNITS FOR WHICH MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT 
IS 
IS TABULATED. (DOES NOT INCLUDE - WITHOUT PAYMENT 
5 
3 
4 
6 
7 
6 
4 
1 
36 
0 
0 
3 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
3 
11 TOTAL RENTER OCCUPIED 
12 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 
13 VACANT FOR RENT 
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
37. COUNT OF YEAR-ROUND VACANT-FOR-RENT UNITS VACANT 
LESS THAN 2 MONTHS 
83 
6 
0 
0 
1 1 
38. COUNT OF YEAR-ROUND VACANT-FOK-SALE-ONLY UNITS 
VACANT LESS THAN 6 MONTHS 
1 0 
39. COUNT OF VACANT YEAR~ROUND UNITS 
VACANT 6 MONTHS OR MORE 
1 8 
40. COUNT OF OCCUPIED UNITS WITH ROOMERS, 
BOARDERS, OR LODGERS 
1 1 
41. COUNT OF OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR-ROUND 
HOUSING UNITS BY TENURE AND RACE OF HEAD BY 
PLUMBING' FACILITIES (NOTES 5 AND 8) 
l TOTAL.OCCUPIED AND'.VACANT YEAR-ROUND 
WITH ALL PLUMBING. FACILITIES 
2 . TOTAL OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR-ROUND 
LACKING ONK OR MORE: PLUMBING FACILITIES 
3 TOTAL OCCUPIED: WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILIT.IES 
4 TOTAL. OCCUPIED. LACKING ONE. OR. MORE PLUMBING FACILITIES 
5 · OWNER .. OCCUPIED WITH ALL PLUMB.ING FACILITIES 
6. OWNER OCCUPIED.LACKING ONE.OR MORE PLUMBING FACILITIES 
7 RENTER: OCCUPIED WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES 
8 RENTER OCCUPIED LACKING ONE OR MORE PLUMBING 
FACILITIES 
9 TOTAL NEGRO OCCUPIED:WITHALL.PLUMBING FACILITIES 
10. TOTAL NEGRO OCCUPIED LACKING ONE OR MORE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES 
11 NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED WITH" ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES 
12 NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED LACKING ONE OR MORE PLUMBING 
FACILITIES 
13·. NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES 
14 NEGRO. RENTER OCCUPIED LACKING ONE OR MORE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES 
15 VACANT FOR RENT WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES 
183 
22 
175 
16 
130 
10 
45 
5 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
16 VACANT FOR" RENT LACKING ONE OR MORE PLUMBING 
FACILITIES 
17 VACANT FOR. SALE. ONLY. WITH ALL. PLUMBING FACILITIES 
18 VACANT FOR SALE' ONLY LACKING ONE OR MORE PLUMBING 
FACILITIES 
42 •. COUNT OF· OCCUPIED UNITS. WITH. ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES 
AND LOl OR'MORE PERSONS PER ROOM BY TENURE AND RACE 
OF HEAD 
1 TOTAL OCCUPIED 
2 OWNER OCCUPIED 
3 RENTER OCCUPIED 
4 TOTAL NEGRO OCCUPIED 
5 NEGRO. OWNER OCCUPIED 
6 .. NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 
43 .. COUNT OF' OWNER:.;;OCCUPIED UNITS WITH ALL 
PLUMBING FACILITIES. FOR WHICH VALUE IS TABULATED 
BY VALUE (NOTES 3 AND 5) 
. 1· LESS THAN$ 5,000 
2 $ 5,000 - $ 9,999 
3 $10~000 - $14,999 
4 $15,000 - $19,999 
5 $20,000 - $24,999 
6 $25,000 ~ $34,999 
7 $35~000 - $49,999 
8 $50,000 OR MORE. 
COUNT OF UNITS WITH ALL.PLUMBING FACILITIES 
FOR WHICH VALUE rs· TABULATED BY OCCUPANCY STATUS 
AND RACE OF HEAD 
9 TOTAL.OWNER OCCUPIED 
10 NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED 
11 VACANT FOR SALE ONLY 
44. COUNT OF. RENTER..:.ocGUPIED. UNIT.SWITH ALL.PLUMBING 
FACILITIES FOR WHICH' CONTRACT RENT. IS TABULATED 
BY'MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT (NOTES 4 AND 5) 
1 · WITH: CASH RENT. LESS. THAN $40 
2. WITH CASH. RENT $ 40 - $ 59 
3 WITH CASH.RENT.$ 60 - $ 79 
4 WITH GASH.RENT.$ 80 - $ 99 
5 WITH: CASH RENT. $100 - $119 
6 IJITH CASH RENT $120 - $149 
7 WITH CASH RENT $150 - $199 
8 WITH CASH RENT.$200 - $299 
9 WITH CASH RENT $300 OR MORE 
10 WITHOUT PAYMENT OF CASH RENT 
84 
0 
0 
0 
12 
7 
4 
0 
0 
0 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
6 
3 
1 
33 
0 
0 
3 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
3 
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
COUNT OF ·UNITS WITH.ALL. PLUMB.ING FACILITIES 
FOR WHICH RENT· IS TABULATED: (DOES NOT INCLUDE 
-WITHOIJT'.PAYMENT.OF. CASH-RENT-) BY OCCUPANCY 
STATUS AND:-RACE OF HEAD 
.11 • TOTAL RE.NTER OCCUPIED 
12 .- "NEGRO'-RENTER OCCUPIED 
13 VACANT FOR RENT. 
45 •... COUNT OF O.CCUPIED"AND".VACANT: YEAR=-ROUND HOUSING 
UNITS. BY-TOILET FACILITIES 
... 1 · FLUSH'"TOILET- FOR THIS:HOUSEHOLD . .ONLY. 
2 ·:-FLUSH TOILET; 'BUT: ALSO USED BY-KNOTHER HOUSEHOLD 
3 "NO FLUSH TOILET 
. 46. - COUNT OF.OCCUPIED.-UNITS'. WI'IH:1.01 OR MORE 
PERSONS PER:ROOM BY HOUSEHOLD TYPE 
1 HUSBDD~WIFE. FAMILY 
2. OTlI.ER. FAMILY' WITH MALE HEAD 
3 FAMILY. WITH FEMALE HEAD 
4 PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
47/: .. COUNT. OF:. OCCUPIED. UNITS. WITH: 1. 51 OR MORE 
PERSONS PER- ROOM BY. HOUSEHOLD TYPE 
L . HUSBAND:-WIFE. FAMILY 
. 2 OTHER FAMILY' WITH MALE. HEAD 
3 .. FAMILY WITH FEMALE HEAD 
4 PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
48~ · COUNT." OF.: PERSONS IN:·ocCUPIED UNITS WITH 
. · L 01' OR. MORE PERSONS PER ROOM BY AGE 
1 · .UNDER 18. YEARS 
': 2. 18,-5.4 YEARS 
3 .... 65. YEARS AND OVER 
. 49. COUNT' OF' PERSONS I.N:' OCCUPIED UNITS WIT!{ 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM BY AGE 
1 . UNDER 18 YEARS 
2 18,-64 YEARS 
3 65 YEARS AND OVER 
85 
6 
0 
0 
187 
0 
19 
14 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
58 
33 
1 
16 
8 
1 
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
50. COUNT OF PERSONS IN.OCCUPIED UNITS WITH 
1.01 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM BY TENURE AND 
RACE OF HEAD 
1 TOTAL OCCUPIED 
2 OWNER OCCUPIED 
3 RENTER OCCUPIED 
4 TOTAL NEGRO OCCUPIED 
5 NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED 
6 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 
51. COUNT OF PERSONS IN. OCCUPIED UNITS 
BY PLUMBING FACILITIES- (NOTES 5 AND 8) 
l WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES 
2 LACKING ONE OR MORE PLUMBING FACILITIES 
52. COUNT OF PERSONS IN.OCCUPIED UNITS WITH 
1.01 OR MORE PERSONS.PER ROOM BY PLUMBING 
FACILITIES (NOTES 5 AND 8) 
1 WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES 
2 LACKING ONE.OR-MORE PLUMBING FACILITIES 
53. COUNT OF FAMILIES BY PLUMBING 
FACILITIES. (NOTES 5 AND 8) 
1 WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES 
2 . LACKING ONE OR MORE PLUMBING FACILITIES 
54. COUNT OF HOUSING UNITS'WITHALLOCATIONS 
BY OCCUPANCY STATUS BY'HOUSING ALLOCATIONS 
1 OCCUPIED, TELEPHONE AVAILABLE 
2 OCCUPIED, ACCESS TO UNIT 
3 OCCUPIED, COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES, INDIRECT 
4 OCCUPIED, COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES, DIRECT 
5 OCCUPIED, NUMBER OF ROOMS 
6 OCCUPIED, HOT AND COLD PIPED WATER, INDIRECT 
7 OCCUPIED, HOT AND COLD PIPED WATER, DIRECT 
8 OCCUPIED, TOILET FACILITIES, INDIRECT 
9 OCCUPIED, TOILET FACILITIES, DIRECT 
10 OCCUPIED, BATHING FACILITIES (BATHTUB OR 
SHOWER) INDIRECT 
11 OCCUPIED, BATHING FACILITIES (BATHTUB OR 
SHOWER) DIRECT 
12 OCCUPIED, TYPE OF FOUNDATION (BASEMENT) 
13 OCCUPIED, TENURE, INDIRECT 
14 OCCUPIED, TENURE, DIRECT 
15 OCCUPIED, TYPE OF STRUCTURE, INDIRECT 
86 
92 
49 
43 
0 
0 
0 
567 
47 
74 
17 
158 
11 
3 
0 
4 
2 
3 
5 
1 
3 
1 
3 
0 
6 
5 
1 
2 
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
16 OCCUPIED, TYPE OF STRUCTURE, DIRECT 
17 OCCUPIED, USE OF PROPERTY 
18 OCCUPIED, VALUE OF UNIT 
19 OCCUPIED, CONTRACT RENT 
20 OCCUPIED, VACANCY STATUS 
21 OCCUPIED, DURATION OF VACANCY 
22 OCCUPIED, UNITS AT ADDRESS, INDIRECT 
23 OCCUPIED., UNITS AT ADDRESS, DIRECT 
24 VACANT, TELEPHONE. AVAILABLE 
25 VACANT, ACCESS TO UNIT 
26 VACANT, COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES, INDIRECT 
2 7 VACANT, COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES, DIRECT 
28 VACANT, VACANT NUMBER OF ROOMS 
29 VACANT, HOT AND COLD PIPED WATER, INDIRECT 
30 VACANT, HOT AND COLD PIPED WATER, DIRECT 
31 VACANT, TOILET FACILITIES, INDIRECT 
32 VACANT, TOILET,FACILITIES, DIRECT 
33 VACANT, BATHING FACILITIES (BATHTUB OR 
SHOWER) INDIRECT 
34 VACANT, BATHING FACILITIES (BATHTUB OR 
SHOWER) DIRECT 
35 VACANT, TYPE OF FOUNDATION (BASEMENT) 
36 VACANT, TENURE, INDIRECT 
37 VACANT, TENURE, DIRECT 
38 VACANT, TYPE OF STRUCTURE, INDIRECT 
39 VACANT, TYPE OF STRUCTURE, DIRECT 
40 VACANT, USE OF PROPERTY 
41 VACANT, VALUE OF UNIT 
42 VACANT, CONTRACT RENT 
43 VACANT, VACANCY STATUS 
44 VACANT, DURATION OF VACANCY 
45 VACANT, UNITS AT ADDRESS, INDIRECT 
46 VACANT, UNITS AT ADDRESS, DIRECT 
55. COUNT OF PERSONS SUBSTITUTED OR WITH ALLOCATIONS 
BY POPULATION SUBSTITUTIONS AND ALLOCATIONS. IF A 
PERSON WERE SUBSTITUTED, HE IS COUNTED ONLY AS 
SUBSTITUTED AND IF ANY OF. HIS ITEMS WERE ALLOCATED 
THEY WERE NOT TALLIED HERE AS ALLOCATIONS. 
1 PERSON SUBSTITUTED BECAUSE OF EQUIPMENT MALFUNCTION 
2 PERSON SUBSTITUTED BECAUSE OF NONRESPONSE 
3 PERSON WITH ONE OR MORE ALLOCATIONS 
4 HOUSEHOLD RELATIONSHIP 
5 SEX 
6 COLOR 
7 AGE 
8 AGE, DECADE UNKNOWN 
9 AGE, DECADE KNOWN 
10 MARITAL STATUS (IF AGE IS 14+) 
87 
1 
6 
1 
2 
0 
0 
2 
5 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
5 
21 
65 
22 
11 
7 
27 
17 
10 
14 
TABLE III 
DRUMMOND .. SCHOOL DISTRICT PROFILE; 
GARFIELD COUNTY 
2 SUMAMRY TYPE 
41. 1970 STATE 
047 1970 COUNTY 
1960 STATE 
CENTRAL COUNTY CODE 
QUASI-STATE. 
MINOR CIVIL DIVISION OR 
CENSUS COUNTY DIVISION 
ANNEXATION CODE 
PLACE 
WARD 
TRACT. (BASIC) 
TRACT (SUFFIX) 
DISTRICT.OFFICE 
.. CONGRESSIONAL. DISTRICT 
CENTRAL.BUSINESS DISTRICT 
ENUMERATION DISTRICT-BASIC 
ENUMERATION DISTRICT-SUFFIX 
TYPE.OF. ED 
POTENTIAL. URBANIZED AREA/ 
STANDARD.METROPOLITAN 
STATISTICAL AREA 
URBAN/RURAL 
ACTUAL.URBANIZED AREA 
STATE.ECONOMIC AREA 
1. COUNT OF ALL PERSONS 
TRACTED AREA 
PLACE DESCRIPTION 
SPECIFIED CITY WITH RURAL 
TERRIIORY (OVER BOUNDED) 
ECONOMIC SUBREGION 
1970 COUNTY OF TABULATION 
NEW ENGLAND TOWN SIZE CODE 
NEW ENGLAND TOWN CODE 
UNIVERSAL AREA CODE-LEVEL 
UNIVERSAL AREA CODE 
PLACE SIZE 
PUBLICATION CODE 
AREA CODE 
BLOCK GROUP 
STANDARD CONSOLATED AREA 
88 
1 810 
2. COUNT OF ALL.HOUSING UNITS 
1 308 
3. COUNT OF .. PERSONS IN. RURAL AREAS 
IN. ADDITION .. TO. THK SUM. OF DATA ITEMS IN 8 AND 9, 
THIS. COUNT.INCLUDES PERSONS IN OTHER RURAL 
TERRITORY (RURAL OUTSIDE PLACES). 
1 810 
4. COUNT OF PERSONS IN ANNEXED TERRITORIES 
1 0 
89 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
5. COUNT OF RURAL HOUSING UNITS 
1 308 
6. COUNT OF PERSONS IN STANDARD METROPOLITAN 
STATISTICAL AREAS 
1 0 
7. COUNT OF PERSONS. IN URBAN PORTION OF CENTRAL CITIES 
OF STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS 
1 0 
8. COUNT OF PERSONS IN RURAL PLACES OF 1,000-2,499 
1 0 
9. COUNT-OF PERSONS IN RURAL PLACES OF LESS THAN 1,000 
1 0 
10. COUNT. OF PERSONS IN URBAN PORTION OF CENTRAL 
CITIES OF URBANIZED AREAS 
1 0 
IL COUNT: OF. PERSONS IN. URBANIZED. AREAS IN URBAN PORTION 
OF PLACES OF 25,000+ OUTSIDE CENTRAL CITIES 
l O 
12~ COUNT. OF: PERSONS .. IN' URBAN.IZED AREAS IN URBAN PORTION 
OF PLACES OF 2,500-24,999 OUTSIDE CENTRAL CITIES 
1 0 
13. COUNT OF.PERSONS.IN URBANIZED AREAS 
1 
IN. ADDITION. TO. THE .. SUM OF DATA ITEMS IN 10, 11, 
. AND 12, THIS. COUNT. INCLUDES PERSONS OUTSIDE CENTRAL 
CITIES WHO ARE. IN PLACES.OF LESS THAN 2,500, PLUS 
PERSONS WHO ARE IN OTHER URBAN TERRITORY 
(OUTSIDE PLACES). 
0 
90 
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
14. AGGREGATE $.VALUE FOR UNITS FOR WHICH VALUE 
IS TABULATED BY OCCUPANCY STATUS AND RACE OF HEAD 
(NOTES 1, 2, AND 3) 
1 TOTAL OWNER OCCUPIED 2947 
2 NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED 0 
3 VACANT FOR. SALE ONLY 82 
15. AGGREGATE $.MONTHLY CONTRACT.RENT FOR UNITS 
FOR WHICH RENT IS'.TABULATED BY OCCUPANCY STATUS 
AND RACE OF HEAD (NOTES 1 AND 4) 
1 TOTAL RENTER OCCUPIED 751 
2 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 0 
3 VACANT 'FOR RENT 0 
16. AGGREGATE $.VALUE FOR UNITS WITH ALL PLUMBING 
FACILITIES FOR WHICH VALUE IS TABULATED (NOTES 1, 
2, 3, AND 5) BY OCCUPANCY STATUS AND RACE OF HEAD 
1 TOTAL. OWNER OCCUPIED 2889 
2 NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED 0 
3 VACANT FOR SALE ONLY 58 
17. AGGREGATE.. $. MONTHLY' CONTRACT RENT FOR UNITS WITH ALL 
PLUMBING FACILITIES FOR WHICH. RENT IS TABULATED. 
(NOTES- 1, 4, AND 5) BY OCCUPANCY STATUS AND RACE 
OF HEAD 
1 TOTAL RENTER OCCUPIED 748 
2 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 0 
3 VACANT FOR RENT 0 
18. COUNT OF PERSONS BY SEX AND AGE 
1 MALE UNDER 5 YEARS 19 
2 MALE 5 3 
3 MALE 6 7 
4 ¥.ALE 7-9 27 
5 MALE 10-13 35 
.6 MALE 14 6 
.7 MALE 15 9 
8 MALE 16 8 
9 MALE 17 7 
10 MALE 18 6 
11 MALE 19 3 
12 MALE 20 1 
13 MALE 21 3 
14 MALE 22-24 5 
15 MALE 25-34 35 
91 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
16 MALE 35-44 46 
17 MALE 45-54 52 
18 MALE 55-59 27 
19 MALE 60-61 14 
20 MALE 62-64 18 
21 MALE 65-74 41 
22 MALE. 75 AND OVER 23 
23 FEMALE UNDER 5 YEARS 24 
24 FEMALE 5 6 
25 FEMALE 6 5 
26 FEMALE 7-9 22 
27 FEMALE 10-13 36 
28 FEMALE 14 9 
29 FEMALE 15 9 
30 FEMALE 16 9 
31 FEMALE 17 10 
32 FEMALE 18 3 
33 FEMALE 19 6 
34 FEMALE 20 2 
35 FEMALE 21 3 
36 FEMALE 22-24 9 
37 FEMALE 25-34 36 
38 FEMALE 35-44 45 
39 FEMALE 45-54 52 
40 FEMALE 55-59 28 
41 FEMALE 60-61 13 
42 FEMALE 62-64 18 
43 FEMALE 65-74 46 
44 FEMALE 75 AND OVER 27 
19. COUNT OF.NEGRO..AND OTHER RACE PERSONS (EXCEPT 
WHITE) BY RACE BY SEX BY AGE 
1 NEGRO MALE UNDER 5 YEARS 0 
2 NEGRO MALE 5-14 0 
3 NEGRO. MALE 15-24 0 
4 NEGRO MALE 25-34 0 
5 NEGRO.MALE 35-44 0 
6 NEGRO MALE 45-54 0 
7 NEGRO MALE 55-64 0 
8 NEGRO MALE 65 AND OVER 0 
9 NEGRO FEMALE UNDER 5 YEARS 0 
10 NEGRO FEMALE 5-14 0 
11 . NEGRO FEMALE 15-24 0 
12 . NEG.RD. FEMALE 25-34 0 
13 NEGRO .. FEMALE 35-44 0 
14 NEGRO FEMALE 45-54 0 
15 NEGRO FEMALE .. 55-64 0 
16 NEGRO FEMALE 65 AND OVER 0 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
17 OTHER RACE.MALE UNDER 5 YEARS 
18 OTHER RACK MALE 5-14 
19 OTHER RACE_MALE 15-24 
20. OTHER RACE.'.'MALE 25-34 
21 OTHER RAGE.. MALE 35-44 
22. OTHER R.ACE.:"MALE 45-54 
. 23 OTHER RA.CE.: MALE .. 55-64 
24. OTHER. RAGE.. MALE_" ....... 65. AND. OVER 
25. OTHER RACE"FEMALE"UNDER 5 YEARS 
26 OTHER. RACK FEMALE 5-14 
2 7 OTHER RACE. FEMALE 15-24 
28 OTHER RAGE FEMALE 25-34 
2 9. OTHER. RACE FEMALE 35-44 
30. OTHER. RACK FEMALE 45-54 
31 OTHER. RACKFEMALE 55·64 
32 OTHER RACE FEMALE 65 AND OVER 
20. COUNT OF PERSONS BY RACE 
.1 .WHITE 
2 NEGRO. 
3 . INDIAN .·. 
4 OTHER. SPECIFIED.: RACES (INCLUDES JAPANESE, CHINESE, 
FILIPINO, HAWAIIAN AND KOREAN.) 
5 REPORTED OTHER. RACE 
21. COUNT: OF_ PERSONS 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER BY RACE 
BY SEX. BY .. MARITAL STATUS 
1 TOTAL-MALE NOW MARRIED (EXCLUDES SEPARATED) 
2 .. TOTAL. 'MALE WIDOWED 
3 . TOTAL: MALE. DIVORCED 
4 TOTAL MALE. SEPARATED 
5. TOTAL MALE.NEVER.MARRIED 
6 TOTAL.FEMALE NOW.MARRIED (EXCLUDES SEPARATED) 
7 . 'TOTAL: "FEMALE WIDOWED 
8 .TOTAL.FEMALE DIVORCED 
9 TOTAL. FEMALE SEPARATED 
10 . TOTAL FEMALE NEVER MARRIED 
11 NEGRO.MALE NOW MARRIED (EXCLUDES SEPARATED) 
. 12 .. NEGRO~ MALE. WIDOWED 
13. NE.GROMALE DIVORCED 
14. NEGRO MALE .. SEPARATED. 
15. NEGRO MALE.NEVER.MARRIED 
16 NEGRO.FEMALE NOW MARRIED (EXCLUDES SEPARATED) 
17. NEGRO. FEMALE WIDOWED 
18 .NEGRO.FEMALE DIVORCED 
19 NEGRO:FEMALE SEPARATED 
20 NEGRO FEMALE NEVER MARRIED 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
807 
0 
1 
1 
0 
218 
10 
6 
2 
67 
219 
42 
4 
0 
59 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
TABLE- III (CONTINUED) 
22. COUNT OF. PERSONS BY RACE BY HOUSEHOLD RELATIONSHIP 
(INCLUDES- PERSONS· IN'' GROUP QUARTERS) 
1 TOTAL FAMILY. HEAit OF. HUSBAND~WIFE HOUSEHOLD 
2 TOTAL FAMILY'HEAD_- OF: HOUSEHOLD: WITH: OTHER MALE HEAD 
3. TOTAL_ 'FAMILY:HEAD OF:HOUSEHOLD WITH FEMALE HEAD 
4 .. TOTAL WIFE .. OF .. HEAD 
5 TOTAL."OTHER RELATIVE. OF HEAD 
.. 6 TOTAL, MALKPRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
.. 7 TOTAL FEMALK PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
8 TOTAL- NONRELATIVE (INCLUDES ROO:MER, BOARDER, OR 
.. LODGER) -OF HEAD OF. HOUSEHOLD 
9 TOTAL INMATE OF. INSTITUTION 
10 TOTAL OTHER IN GROUP QUARTERS 
11 NEGRO.. FAMILY HEAD OF.HUSBAND-WIFE HOUSEHOLD 
12 NEGRO- FAMILY_ HEAD OF ... HOUSEHOLD WITH OTHER MALE HEAD 
13 NEGRO FAMILYHEAD OF HOUSEHOLD WITH FEMALE HEAD 
14 NEGRO WIFE OF HEAD 
15 NEGRO OTHER RELATIVE OF HEAD 
16 NEGRO MALE PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
17 NEGRO FEMALE PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
18 NEGRO NONRELATIVE (INCLUDES ROOMER, BOARDER, OR 
LODGER),OFHEAD.OF HOUSEHOLD 
19 _ NEGRO .. INMATE OF. INSTITUTION 
20 NEGRO OTHER IN GROUP QUARTERS 
23.. COUNT .. OF PERSONS UNDER 18 YEARS OLD BY 
HOUSEHOLD RELATIONSHIP AND FAMILY TYPE (INCLUDES 
PERSONS IN .. GROUP QUARTERS) 
1 HEAD OR WIFE OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
2 OWN (NEVER MARRIED) CHILD OF HEAD IN 
HUSBANDc-WIFE FAMILY 
3 .OWN (NEVER MARRIED) CHILD OF HEAD IN OTHER 
FAMILY WITH MALE HEAD 
4 OWN (NEVER MARRIED) CHILD OF HEAD IN FAMILY 
WITH FEMALE HEAD 
5 OTHER. RELATIVE OF HEAD IN 
HUSBAND-WIFE FAMILY 
6 OTHER RELATIVE OF HEAD IN OTHER FAMILY 
. WITH MALE. HEAD 
7 OTHER RELATIVE OF. HEAD IN FAMILY 
WITH FEMALE HEAD. 
8 NONRELATIVE. '(INCLUDES ROOMER, BOARDER, OR 
LODGER),OF'HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
9 INMATE OF- INSTITUTION 
10 OTHER IN GROUP QUARTERS 
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212 
9 
15 
212 
314 
16 
27 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
224 
2 
13 
8 
1 
0 
3 
0 
0 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
24. COUNT OF. PERSONS: 65".YEARS OLD AND OVER BY 
HOUSEHOLD RELATIONSHIP (INCLUDES PERSONS IN 
GROUP QUARTERS) 
1 HEAD OF FAMILY 
2 WIFE OF HEAD 
3 OTHER.FAMILY MEMBER 
4 MALE PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
5 "FEMALKPRIMARY: INDIVIDUAL. 
6 NONRELATIVE (INCLUDES ROOMEK;· BOARDER, LODGER) 
·oF.HEAD:OF HOUSEHOLD 
7 INMATE:OF. INSTITUTION 
8 OTHER. IN GROUP QUARTERS 
25 •. ·coUNT. OF. FAMILrns·: BY FAMILY TYPE: BY PRESENCE OF 
FAMILY:'MEMBERS. '{OTHEKTH.AN HEAD' AND WIFE) UNDER 
18 AND 65 AND OVER. 
1. HUSBAND.:...WIFE" FAMILY, NO. MEMBERS 
. UNDER 18:·oR. 65 AND. OVER 
2 . HUSBAND.:...wrFE""FAMILY~: MEMBERS UNDER 18, 
NONE. 65 AND. OVER. 
3. HUSBAND':-WIFE'FAMILY, MEMBERS 65 AND 
OVER,'.NONE.UNDER. 18 
4 . HUSBAND~WIFE: FAMILY, .MEMBERS 
. UNDER: .18. AND .. 65 AND OVER 
5 .. OTHER. FAMILY: WITH MALE. HEAD, NO 
. MEMBERS. UNDER.18 OR. 65 AND OVER 
6 OTHER FAMILY.WITH MALE HEAD, MEMBERS UNDER 18, 
NONE 65 AND OVER 
7. OTHER. FAMILY. WITH MALE . HEAD, MEMBERS 65 AND 
. OVER, NONE. UNDER 18 
8 . OTHER F.AMILY WITH MALE HEAD, MEMBERS 
UNDER: 18 A.."!\ID 65 AND OVER 
9 . FAMILY WITH FEMALE. HEAD, NO MEMBERS 
UNDER 18: OR 65 AND. OVER. 
10 FAMILY WITH FEMALE.HEAD, MEMBERS UNDER 
18, NONE65.AND OVER 
11 FAMILY WITH FEMALE HEAD, MEMBERS 65 AND 
OVER, NONE. UNDER 18 
12 FAMILY. WITH FEMALE HEAD, MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND 65 AND OVER 
94 
59 
32 
11 
9 
23 
0 
0 
0 
112 
96 
0 
2 
4 
1 
3 
0 
7 
5 
3 
0 
TABLE' III. (CONTINUED) 
26. COUNT:OF.HOUSING'UNITS BY OCCUPANCY/VACANCY 
STATUS AND RACE OF HEAD 
1 OWNER: OCCUPIED: TOTAL' {INCLUDES WHI'.l;'E, NEGRO 
AND. OTHER.RACES. !N'.THIS AND.· ALL FOLLOWING 
TABULATIONS: WHERE'. RACK TS SHOWN}· 
2 OWNER: OCCUPIED. WHITE HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
3 . OWNER OCCUPIED NEGRO. HEAD' OF HOUSEHOLD 
4 . RENTER OCCUPIED TOTAL 
5 . RENTER:.OCCUPIED WHITE: HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
. 6 . RENTER OCCUPIED NEGRO HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
7 VACANT FOR RENT 
8 VACANT FOR. SALE. ONLY 
9 VACANT OTHER VACANT YEAR ROUND 
COUNT OF VACANT SEASONAL AND VACANT 
MIGRATORY UNITS 
lO 
27. COUNT OF OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR.:..ROUND HQ.YSING 
UNITS BY TYPE OF STRUCTURE 
1 1-UNIT STRUCTURE 
2 2-0R-MORE-UNIT STRUCTURES 
3 MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS (OCCUPIED ONLY) 
28. COUNT OF OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR-ROUND HOUSING 
UNITS BY NUMBER OF ROOMS IN UNIT 
l 1 ROOM 
2 2 ROOMS 
3 3 ROOMS 
4 4 ROOMS 
5 5 ROOMS 
6 6 ROOMS 
7 7 ROOMS 
8 8 ROOMS .. OR MORE 
COUNT OF AGGREGATE NUMBER OF ROOMS IN 
OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR-ROUND HOUSING UNITS 
BY TENURE AND RACE OF HEAD 
9 TOTAL OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR-ROUND UNITS 
10 TOTAL OCCUPIED 
11 OWNER OCCUPIED 
12 RENTER OCCUPIED 
13 TOTAL NEGRO OCCUPIED 
14 NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED 
15 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 
16 VACANT FOR RENT 
17 VACANT FOR SALE ONLY 
95 
219 
217 
0 
60 
58 
0 
2 
6 
21 
0 
305 
1 
3 
1 
l 
10 
56 
102 
81 
36 
21 
1690 
1541 
1220 
321 
0 
0 
0 
0 
26 
TABLE'III (CONTINUED) 
29. COUNT.OF.OCCUPIED.UNITS.BY NUMBER 
OF PERSONS IN UNIT 
1. 1 PERSON 
2 2 PERSONS 
3 3 PERSONS 
4 4 PERSONS 
5 5 PERSONS 
6 6 PERSONS 
7 7 PERSONS 
8 8 PERSONS OR MORE ... 
COUNT OF: AGGREGATE NUMB.ER OF PERSONS IN 
OCCUPIED UNITS BY.TENURE AND RACE OF HEAD 
9 TOTAL OCCUPIED 
10 OWNER OCCUPIED 
11 RENTER OCCUPIED 
12 TOTAL NEGRO OCCUPIED 
13 NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED 
14 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 
30. COUNTOF.OCCUPIEDUNITS BY TENURE AND RACE 
OF HEAD BY' NUMBER OF PERSONS PER ROOM 
l . TOTAL: OCCUPIED' 1. 00 OR LESS 
2 TOTAL OCCUPIED 1.01 - 1.50 
3 TOTAL:O.CCUPIED. 1.51 OR MORE 
4 OWNER OCCUPIED: 1. 00 OR LESS 
5 OWNER: OCCUPIED. 1.01 - 1. 50 
6 OWNER OCCUPIED l. 51 OR MORE 
7 RENTER OCCUPIED. 1. 00 OR LESS 
8 RENTER OCCUPIED. 1.01 - 1. 50 
9 RENTER. OCCUPIEff 1. 51 OR MORE 
10 TOTAL NEGRO: OCCUPIED 1. 00 OR LESS 
11 TOTAL . NEGRO. OCCUPIED 1.01 - 1. 50 
12 TOTAL;·NEGRO'.'OCCUPIED 1.51 OR. MORE 
13 NEGRO .. OWNER:'OCCUPIED: L 00 OR LESS 
14 NEGRO. OWNER OCCUPIED 1. 01 - 1. 50 
15 NEGRO: OWNER C::>CCUPIED..1. 51 OR MORE 
16: NEGRO.'RENTER: OCCUPIED LOO OR LESS 
17 NEGRO: RENTER OCCUPIED. 1. 01 - 1. 50 
18 NEGRO: RENTER OCCUPIED. 1. 51 OR MORE 
31 .. COUNT OF OCCUPIED.AND VACANT YEAR-ROUND HOUSING 
UNITS IN":MULTI;..UNIT STRUCTURES BY NUMBER OF 
UNITS AT ADDRESS 
1 2-4 UNITS 
2 5-9 UNITS 
3 10 UNITS OR MORE 
96 
42 
106 
44 
38 
27 
13 
4 
3 
596 
214 
0 
0 
0 
262 
16 
2 
209 
10 
0 
51 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
32. COUNT OF OCCUPIED-AND'-VACANT YEAR-ROUND 
HOUSING'UNITS BY BASEMENT 
1 .. TOTAL WITH· BASEMENT 
2 UNITS WITH BASEMENT AT ADDRESS WITH 
1, 2, OR 3 UNITS 
33. COUNT QF_··ocCUPIED ANffVACANT. YEAR.:;.ROUND HOUSING 
UNITS- BY"ACCESS AND COMPLETE- KITCHEN FACILITIES 
(NOTES 6 AND 7) 
1 WITH.DIRE.CT'ACCESS:AND:COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES 
FOR:THIS'HOUSEHOLD ONLY 
2 WITR:DIRECT'ACCESS; LACKING COMPLETE KITCHEN 
FACILITIES:· FOR:-THis··-HOUSEHOLD ONLY 
. . 3- ''LACKING:'DIRE.C!:'.ACCEss-, WITH' COMPLETE KITCHEN 
FACILITIES-FOR:THIS-HOUSEHOLD ONLY 
.. 4 -- LACKING: BOTH:DIRECT- ACCESS AND COMPLETE KITCHEN 
FAClLITIES-FOR'THIS-HOUSEHOLD ONLY 
34. COUNT OF'OCCUPIED'UNITS WITH TELEPHONE AVAILABLE 
97 
67 
67 
284 
26 
0 
0 
1 249 
35. COUNTOF'OWNER.:.;,OCCUPIED UNITS FOR WHICH VALUE 
IS TABULATED BY VALUE (NOTE 4) 
1 LESS THAN $5,000 
2 $-s~ooo - $ 9,999 
3 $10,000 - $14,999 
4 $15,000 - $19,999 
5 $20,000 - $24,999 
6 $25,000 - $34,999 
7 $35,000 - $49,999 
8 $50,000.0R MORE. 
COUNT OF UNITS: FOR WHICH VALUE IS TABULATED 
BY OCCUPANCY-STATUS AND RACE.OF HEAD (NOTE 3) 
9 TOTAL.OWNER OCCUPIED 
10 NEGRO .. OWNER OCCUPIED 
11 VACANT FOR SALE ONLY 
36. COUNT. OF. RENTER;.;OCCUPIED' UNITS FOR WHICH RENT 
TABULATED' BY-MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT (NOTE 4) 
l 'WITH CASH: RENr LESS THAN $40 
2 .WITH CASH RENT$ 40 - $ 59 
3 WITH CASH RENT$ 60 - $ 79 
4 WITH CASH.RENT$ 80 - $ 99 
5 WITH CASH. RENT $100 - $119 
6 ·wrTH CASH RENT $120 - $149 
37 
21 
9 
6 
3 
1 
3 
0 
82 
0 
5 
IS 
1 
8 
1 
1 
0 
0 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
7 WITH.CASH. RENT $150 - $199 
8 WITHCASH.RENT$3000R MORE 
10 WITHOUT.PAYMENT.OF.CASH.RENT 
. COUNT ·orUNITS "FOR WHICH MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT 
IS. TABULATED (DOES NOT INCLUDE - WITHOUT PAYMENT 
11 TOTAL.RENTER OCCUPIED 
12 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 
13 VACANT FOR RENT 
37. COUNT: OF YEi.\.R..:..:.ROUND'"VACANT;.;FOR-RENT UNITS VACANT 
LESS.THAN 2 MONTHS 
1 
38. COUN'I'"OF;·yEAR;.;ROUND:-VACANT.:..FOR-SALE-ONLY UNITS 
VACANT LESS'"THAN 6 MONTHS 
1 
39.. COUNr:·oF:-vACANT""YEAR-ROUND UNITS 
VACANT 6 MONTHS OR MORE 
1 
40. COUNT.OF"OCCUPIED"UNITS WITH ROOMERS, 
BOARDERS, OR LODGERS 
98 
0 
0 
3 
13 
0 
0 
0 
6 
17 
1 2 
41. COUNT OF. OCCUPIED. AND' VACANT YEAR-ROUND 
HOUSING.:-UNITS_'..BY TENURE AND RACE OF HEAD BY 
PLUMBING FACILITIES (NOTES 5 AND 8) 
1 TOTAL OCCUPIED:· AND VACANT YEAR-ROUND 276 
WITH ALL.PLUMBING.FACILITIES 
2 TOTAL: OCCUPIED: AND VACANT YEAR-ROUND 33 
LACKING. ONE: OR "MORE. PLUMBING FACILITIES 
3 TOTAL:·ocCUPIED: \UTH: ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES 258 
4 .. TOTAL .. OCCUPIED. LACKING. ONE OR MORE PLUMBING FACILITIES 20 
5 OWNEK"OCCUPIED:-WITH. ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES . 206 
6 OWNER'O.GCUPIED LACKING ONE. OR MORE PLUMBING FACILITIES 12 
. 7 .. RENTER" OCCUPIED WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES 52 
8. RENTER.OCCUPIED LACKING ONE OR MORE PLUMBING 7 
FACILITIES 
9 TOTAL NEGRO OCCUPIED. WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES O 
10 TOTAL,NEGROOCCUPIED LACKING ONE OR MORE O 
PLUMBING. FACILITIES 
11 NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES O 
12 NEGRO OWNER OCCUPIED LACKING ONE OR MORE PLUMBING O 
FACILITIES 
TABLE'.III (CONTINUED) 
13 NEGRO. RENTEK'.OCCUPIED.WITH.ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES 
14 NEGRO.iRENTER.OCCUPIED LACKING ONE OR MORE 
PLUMBING.FACILITIES 
. 15 VACANT:-_FOR:.REN.T:-W.ITH:: ALL .. PLUMB.ING FACILITIES 
16. VACANT ·poR-RENT LACKING ONE" OR .. MORE PLUMBING 
FACILITIES 
17 ·vACANT FOR SlIT.E:-ONLY:·WITH.ALL PLUMJHNG FACILITIES 
18 VACANT ·poR-SAT.E ONLY LACKING ONE" OR MORE PLUMBING 
FACILITIES 
42. COUNT mr·:occ:UPIED .. UNITs:··wrrn .. ALL .. PLUMBING FACILITIES 
ANn· 1.01·-oR-MORE PERSONS PER .. ROOM BY TENURE AND RACE 
OF HEAD 
1 TOTAL OCCUPIED 
2 :OWNER OCCUPIED 
.. 3.:· . RENTER. OCCUPIED 
4 TOTAL .. NEGRO OCCUPIED 
5 .. NEGRO.'OWNER OCCUPIED 
6 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED. 
43. ··COUNT· op·· OWNER:,;.occUPIED .. · UNITS WITH ALL 
PLUMBING:-FACILITIES .FOR WHICH .. VALUE IS TABULATED 
BY.VALUE (NOTES 3 AND 5) 
1 LESS:THAN $ 5,000 
2 $ 5;ooo - $ 9,999 
3 $10;000 - $14,999 
4 $15;000.- $19,999 
5 $20,000.- $24,999 
6 $25;000 - $34,999 
7 $35~000 - $49,999 
8 $50,000. OR MORE. 
COUNT:-oF. :UNITs:·wrTH. ALL.-PLUMBING FACILITIES 
FOR. WHICH VALUE" IS TABULATED BY OCCUPANCY STATUS 
AND ... RACK OF HEAD 
9. TOTAL. OWNER OCCUPIED 
10 NEGRO: OWNER OCCUPIED. 
11 V.ACANT--FOR SALE ONLY 
44. COUNT: OF .. RENTER;:.;QCCUPIED UNITS ·wrTH ALL PLUMBING 
FACILITIES FOR WHICH. CONTRACT RENT IS TABULATED 
BY MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT (NOTES 4 AND 5) 
1 WITH CASH. RENT:-LESS. THAN $40 
2 WITH CASH RENT$ 40 - $ 59 
3 WITH. CASH_RENT $ 60 - $ 79 
4 WITH CASH.. RENT.$ 80 - $99 
5 WITH.CASH.RENT $100 - $119 
6 WITH CASH RENT $120 - $149 
99 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
2 
15 
9 
7 
0 
0 
0 
36 
20 
9 
6 
2 
1 
3 
0 
79 
0 
4 
1 
8 
1 
1 
0 
0 
100 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
7 WITH CASH RENT $150 - $199 0 
8 WITH CASH RENT. $200 - $299 0 
9 WITH CASH RENT $300 OR MORE 0 
10 WITHOUT PAYMENT OF CASH RENT 2 
COUNT OF UNITS WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES 
FOR WHICH RENT ·rs TABULATED (DOES NOT INCLUDE 
-WITHOUT PAYMENT OF CASH RENT-) BY OCCUPANCY 
STATUS AND.RACE OF HEAD 
11 TOTAL RENTER OCCUPIED 13 
12 NEGRO RENTER OCCUPIED 0 
13 VACANT FOR RENT 0 
45. COUNT OF. OCCUPIEff.ANff VACANT YEAR;;;.ROUND HOUSING 
UNITS BY TOILET FACILITIES 
1 FLUSH TOILET FOR THIS HOUSEHOLD ONLY 282 
2 FLUSH TOILET, BUTALso·usED BY ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD 0 
3 NO FLUSH TOILET 25 
46. COUNT OF ·ocCUPIED UNITS WITH 1.01 OR MORE 
PERSONS PER ROOM BY HOUSEHOLD TYPE 
1 HUSBAND~WIFE. FAMILY 17 
2 OTHER FAMILYWITH MALE HEAD 0 
3 FAMILY WITH FEMALE HEAD 1 
4 PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 0 
47. COUNT OF OCCUPIED UNITS WITH 1.51 OR MORE 
PERSONS PER ROOMBY HOUSEHOLD TYPE 
1 HUSBAND-WIFE FAMILY 1 
2 OTHER FAMILY WITH MALE HEAD 0 
3 FAMILY WITH FEMALE HEAD 0 
4 PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 0 
48. COUNT OF PERSONS IN.OCCUPIED UNITS WITH 
1.01 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM BY AGE 
1 UNDER 18 YEARS 64 
2 18-64 YEARS 37 
3 65 YEARS AND OVER 1 
49. COUNT OF. PERSONS IN OCCUPIED UNITS WITH 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM BY AGE 
1 UNDER 18 YEARS 9 
2 18-64 YEARS 4 
3 65 YEARS AND OVER 1 
. TABLE.III (CONTINUED) 
50. COUNT OF.PERSONS. IN. OCCUPIED UNITS WITH 
L 01 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM- BY TENURE AND 
RACE OF'HEAD 
1 TOTAL.OCCUPIED 
2 OWNER OCCUPIED 
.. 3 .. RENTER OCCUPIED 
4 TOTAL:NEGRO.OCCUPIED 
. 5 ... NEGRO:'OWNER OCCUPIED 
6 NEGRO RENTER -OCCUPIED ... 
SL -cotmT."OF:PERSONS:IN:·occul,'IED UNITS 
BY .PLUMBING".FACILITIES - (NOTES 5 AND 8) 
1 WITH. ALL.-PLITh'fBING FACILITIES 
2 .. LACKING. ONE. OR.MORE -PLUMB.ING FACILITIES 
52 •. COUNT OF'.PERSONS. IR.OCCUPIED. UNITS WITH 
-L 01:·oR-MORE PERSONS PER ROOM BY PLUMBING 
FACILITIES.(NOTES.5 AND 8) 
1 .. WITH:. ALL -PLirnBING FACILITIES 
2 LACKING. ONE ·oa-·MoRE PLUMBING FACILITIES 
53 •. ·coUNL'OF FAMILIES BY PLUMBING 
FACILITIES .. (NOTES 5 AND 8) 
1. WITH.ALL'PLUMBING FACILITIES 
2. LACKING ONE. OR MORE PLUMBING FACILITIES 
54 •. 'COUNT. OF 'HOUS1NG:'UNITS:WITH ALLOCATIONS 
BY ·occUPANCr STATUS: .BY "HOUSING ALLOCATIONS 
1 ... ·occrrPIED; 'TELEPHONE. AVAILABLE 
- 2 .. :OCCUPIED;;.~-.ACCESS TO UNIT 
3 . OCCUPIED;.·coMPLETKKITCHEN FACILITIES, INDIRECT 
4 ... OCCUPIED;.- COMPLETE"KITCHEN FACILITIES, DIRECT 
5 : OCCUPIED~ NIJEBER OF ROOMS 
·6.· .'OCCUPIED, HOT. AND COLD PIPED WATER, INDIRECT 
7 OCCUPIED; :·HoT:'AND. COLD 'PIPED WATER, DIRECT 
8 . OCCUPIED.,. TOILET. FACILITIES, INDIRECT 
.. ~--9 OCCUPIED.,.-TOILET. FACILITIES, DIRECT 
10 . .-OCCUPIED; 'BATHING. FACILITIES (BATHTUB OR 
. SHOWER). INDIRECT. . 
.. · 11 . OCCUPIED, BATHING'. .. FACILITIES (BATHTUB OR 
SHOWER). DIRECT .. 
. 12. OCCUPIED.:, -TYPK-OF FOUNDATION (BASEMENT) 
... 13 .. OCCUPIED;_. TENURE., . INDIRECT 
14 OCCUPIED~. TENURE, DIRECT 
1.5 OCCUPIED, TYPE OF STRUCTURE, INDIRECT 
101 
104 
58 
47 
0 
0 
0 
762 
48 
95 
9 
220 
16 
14 
0 
1 
0 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
0 
3 
3 
3 
2 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
16 OCCUPIED,-TYPEOF-STRUCTURE, DIRECT 
17 . OCCUPIED~. USE OF PROPERTY 
18 · OCCUPIED.;:-vALUE OF. UNIT 
19 .OCCUPIED;.CONTRACT RENT 
. 20 _ OCCUPIED~.-VACANCY STATUS. 
21 OCCUPIED; DURATION. OF VACANCY 
22 -- OCCUPIED; UNITS. AT' ADDRESS, INDIRECT 
.23 OCCUPIED,UNITS.ATADDRESS, DIRECT 
24 VACANT,-TELEPHONE.AVAILABLE 
25 VACANT;-ACCESS.TO. UNIT 
. 26 .· VACANT, COMPLETE. KITCHEN. FACILITIES, INDIRECT 
. 27 . VACANT;:-_COMPLETKKITCHEN. FACILITIES, DIRECT 
. 28 VACANT; VACANT'.NUMBER. OF. ROOMS. 
. 29 . VACANT.:,: HOT: AND COLD PIPED WATER, INDIRECT 
30 .VACANT, HOT.AND: COLD:PIPED WATER, DIRECT 
31 VACANT,-TOILET.FACILITIES, INDIRECT 
32 VACANT,-TOILET. FACILITIES, DIRECT 
.33 .VACANT,.BATHINGFACILITIES (BATHTUB OR 
SHOWER) INDIRECT 
. 34 VACANT,. BATHING FACILITIES .. (BATHTUB OR 
SHOWER) .. DIRECT. 
35 .VACANT,-TYPE OF FOUNDATION (BASEMENT) 
36 . VACANT, TENURE,. INDIRECT 
.. 37 .VACANT,TENURE,DIRECT 
... 38 .. VACANT,. TYPE OF STRUCTURE, INDIRECT 
39 VACANT., TYPEOF STRUCTURE, DIRECT 
40 VACANT, USE OF PROPERTY 
41 . VACANT, -- VALUE OF UNIT 
. 42 .. VACANT, CONTRACT RENT 
43 .VACANT, VACANCY STATUS 
44 VACANT, DURATION OF VACANCY 
4.5 VACANT, UNITS.AT ADDRESS, INDIRECT 
46 VACANT, UNITS AT ADDRESS, DIRECT 
55.. COUNT. OF .. PERSONS SUBSTITUTED OR. WITH ALLOCATIONS 
.BY POPULATION SUBSTITUTIONS AND ALLOCATIONS. IF A 
PERSON. WERE SUBST.ITUTED, . HK IS COUNTED ONLY AS 
SUBSTITUTED.· AND IF ANY OF. HIS ITEMS WERE ALLOCATED 
THEY WERE NOT' TALLIED HERE AS ALLOCATIONS. 
1. PERSON.. SUBSTITUTED BECAUSE OF. EQUIPMENT MALFUNCTION 
. 2 .... PERSON SUBSTITUTED BECAUSE OF NONRESPONSE 
3 PERSON WITH ONE OR'MORE ALLOCATIONS 
4 HOUSEHOLD RELATIONSHIP 
5 SEX 
6 COLOR. 
7 AGE 
8 AGE, DECADE UNKNOWN 
9 AGE, DECADE KNOWN 
10. MARITAL_ STA'J:'US (IF AGE IS. 14+) 
id2 
1 
12 
6 
1 
0 
0 
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
6 
3 
0 
3 
381 
11 
17 
5 
5 
4 
8 
6 
2 
5 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this study was to develop a.management information 
system that will provide population data to be used for planning within 
local school districts. Geographic units comprising school districts 
were defined in terms of census enumeration districts which gave state 
vocational and technical education,planners the capability of providing 
to local institutions and the public· aggregated data relative to indi-
vidual school districts. 
-Procedural objective 1-was to develop a management information 
system "featuring" school,districtpopu:1.ation characteristics for 
vocational administrative purposes~ Procedural objective 2 was to 
develop a process for the computing ofindividual .school district 
profiles for the 456 independent· .school·:districts .. in the State of 
Oklahoma. Procedural objective 3.was:toproject·census·enumeration 
district :data into local school district boundaries. .In conclusion, 
procedural objective 4 was to develop projecting formulas for census 
enumeration .. data to sch.ool districts. •.. 
The stated purpose and the· related objectives were-developed due to 
the- lack of· knowledge ·of· the··-456 Oklahoma· independent.' sehool districts. 
Presently, there. is·- no' sy.stemized· method of ob.taining .i.a.formation about 
population: characteristics on the· lacaLlevel. Information that is 
acquired by planners often arrives in various amounts, diversified and 
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ambiguious. Therefore, the feeling that attempted planning is irrational 
and .the idea that' one decision is ,as g,ood as the other results. 
Underlying· the planning concept ar.e two .simple .insights: (1) There 
is a·:nee.d for integrated':decision- structure relative te· educational 
planning .and .(2,) once; B.'Eaj,or· decision has been ma.de, it is likely to 
have·an, impact,throughout the whole. 
Obviously, to make· successful long~range, .decisions with consistency 
and, to be .aw.are, .ef their., decision impact: a method to evaluate and 
analyze ,plans .. and,.deeisiens .must be available. Therefore, the proposed 
compenent of, a .. total .. inanage:itlent. information sys~m ,can offer decision 
makers. .and ,planners: in, education concrete il;),fp~4.111ft ,.«•.w..ch degree ,;©;f 
decision. lati:t.ude .may .be developed, 
,. -·The.de.sign of .. this, .. system .is extremely simple compared to recently 
developed sy.s.tem strategies. The framework for the proposed management 
infe,z:mation .. system .lies_c in. the. enumeration census maps and the school 
district .maps.. Prima:ry,.steps for system devel0pment are as follows: 
(1.) identi.cal .s,caling .of· enumeration census. maps and school district 
mapst .(2) interfacing .the two separate and distinct maps, (3) involving 
computer· for area.-.calculation, (4) developing prorating fac.tor, and (5) 
manipulating .census data,.to form .school district .. profile. 
The significant .feature .of the p.roposed management information 
system is the pre.cise .formulat.ion. of information from specified census 
data.· It. is .. with .thia fo.rmulated .information that planners may begin 
to explore .. in a. rigorous ·fashion the complex problems of designing and 
evaluating educational environments. 
Major findings of the study illustrate that census data can be 
prorated to the 456 independent school districts. This task was 
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accomplished mainly through the use of recent technological developments 
in computer graphias •.. ·. 
Canned .computer pro.grams .were introduced to plot according to 
designated coordinates and to·compute enumeration and school districts 
in· square-.miles ...... 
'fhe. Oklahoma:.State .Universi.ty .C.omp.uter .. C.en.te.r_ furnished the 
researcher .with ... campu.teriz.ed,.pr.ograms ... nec.essa.ry .to. ebta:in· census data. 
As research .was .conducted,; .it·,was found that the census computer programs 
could.he.modified to.process census .data .according to a designed pro-
· rating·:fae.tor .in .order .to .designate a .school district profile. 
The signliic.an.t.eonc.lusion of this study is that an individual 
., schoo.1 p:to.file .can be .developed using Bureau of Census data. It may 
also he concluded· :that ::state .. educational planning agencies in cooper a-
tion with .. the -456 .local school administrations can use this informa-
tion .system :to .. assess .the population on a local school district basis. 
Measurement .. has .always been an important factor in providing 
information.to .serve.as .the.basis for solving educational problems. 
Implementation-.of . the .school profile system provides a means to compare 
population .changes, .within·.a· .specified school .district and specified 
time ... B.ut .l.ike .other .management control techniques, the school profile 
usefulness.is directly.dependent upon the validity of the data fed into 
the system, .and this in .turn ·.depends .upop. the efficiency of the U.S. 
Bureau of Census in tabulating populatio~ nun)l:)ers. 
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